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ABSTRACT
The gas-phase room-temperature oxidation of haloethylenes is reviewed.
In general oxidation has been carried out in five ways:

1) chlorine atom

initiation, 2) Hg 6( 3P) sensitization, 3) reaction with 0( 3P), 4) reaction
with 0( 3P) in the presence of 0 2 , and 5) reaction with 03.
The chlorine-atom initiated oxidation of CCl2CCl2, CHClCCl2, CH2CCl2,
cis-CHClCHCl, trans-CHClCHCl, CF2CCl2, CFClCFCl (mixed cis and trans),
CF2CFCl, and C2F'+ proceed by a long chain free radical process.

The major

products are the corresponding carbonyl chlorides containing 1 or 2 carbon
atoms.

By contrast there is no chain process in CHClCH2.

For most of

the chloroe:thylenes, the chain length of the reaction exceeds 100 at sufficiently high 0 2 pressures, and is independent of the absorbed light
intensity, Ia, or any of the reactant pressures.
The general mechanism of the long chain oxidation is (X= H, F, or Cl)
Cl + CX2CXCl + ClCX2CXCl
+ CX2CXCl2

2a
2b

ClCX2CXCl + 02 + ClCX2CXCl02

3

CX2CXCl2 + 02·+ CXCl2CX202

3'

2ClCX2CXCl0.2 + 2ClCX2 CXClO ·+ 02
+ (C!CX2CXCl0)2 + 02
2CXCl2CX202 + 2CXCl2CX20 + 02
+ (CXCl2CX20)2 + 02
ClCX2CXCl02 + ClCX2CXCl + (ClCX2CX2ClOh
ClCX2CXClO + ClCX2CX(O) + Cl
+

CXClO + ClCX2

CXCl2CX20 + CXCl2CX(O) + X

4a
4b

4a'
4b'
5

6a
6b

6a'

iv

ClCX 2 + Oz

+

CXC1 2 + CX 2 0

6b I

+

CXzO + Cl + (l/2)0z

7a

The chlorine atom attaches preferentially to the less chlorinated carbon atom of the chloroethylene.

A long :::.hain oxidation (>150) occurs when

the exothermicity of either reaction 6a or 6b is greater than 11 kcal/mole.
For an exo.thermicity of 11 kcal/mole, a shorter chain length
volved.

(~20)

is in-

In CHC1CH 2 , the radical produced is CH 2 ClCHClO, the exothermicity

of decay of this radical by any route is <11 kcal/mole, and the favored
decay route is by C-C bond cleavage which produces the terminating radical
CH 2 Cl.

The ejection of an H atom from CC1X 2 CXHO was never observed; decay

of CClXzCHzO by any route was not observed.
The Hg 6eP) sensitized oxidation of chloroethylenes leads to the same
free-radical long-chain proc:ess as observed with chlorine-atom initiation.
However the chain lengths are shorter and are proportional to the olefin
pressure in the Hg 6eP) system.
reaction.

Furthermore CO is always a product of the

Thus the initiating and terminating steps are different in the

two systems.
For the chlorinated ethylenes, the Hg 6( 3P) system was studied for
C2CL., C2Cl 3 H, and CCl 2 CH2, only.
produced.

It was proposed that C2 X2 Cl radicals are

These radicals can add 02.
CzXzCl02 + CXz CCl2

-~"·

The suggested initiation reaction was:

CzX2 Cl 3 + (CXO) 2

The CO production could be associated with the termination step which is not
well understood.

The overall reaction suggested was:

CzX2ClOz

+

CO via termination

When oeP) reacts with haloethylenes, carbon-carbon double bond cleavage
can occur

v

be reaction can proceed through an excited intermediate
0( 3P) + C 2 X~

+

CX2CXzO*

o·r rearrangement, possibly followed by fragmentation, can occur
0 (3P) + C2X~t

+

CX 3 CXO (or CX3 + XCO)

For the haloethylenes studied, the relative importance of the three processes
aJ~e:

C=C Cleavage

Excited Molecule

CCl2CClz

0.19

0.81

0

CCl:~.CClH

0.23

o. 77

0

CCl2CH2

0.31

0.55

0.14

cis-CHClCHCl

0.23

0.73-0.77

~0.04

trans-CHC1CHC1

0.28

0.68-0.72

:s_0.04

Haloethylene

CC:lHCH2
CF' 2 CFz

CFClCFCl (cis

&

trans)

CF 2CCl2

Rearrangement.

<0.25

>0 .30

0.09-0.34

0.85

0.15

0

0.80

0.20

0

0

1.00

0

In the presence of 0 2 , the diradical fragment produced along with the
carbonyl compound containing one carbon can oxidize to initiate the long
chain mono-free-radical process observed by either chlorine atom initiation
or Hg 6( 3P) se:nsitization.

If the diradical contains a chlorine atom, the

initiation step is
CXCl + 0 2

+

XO + ClCO

The chain length of the oxidation depends on the parameter [CC1XCX 2 ]/Ia 112 ,
th~s

indicating additional radical-radical terminating steps.
The ozonolysis of haloethylenes proceeds by an entirely different

route than the above-mentioned oxidations.

It is a chain oxidation, carried

by a diradical mechanism, which is inhibited in the presence of 0 2 •

The

vi
reaction rate law is first···order in both [03] and [CX2CX2] at high reactant pressures, but at low pressures the ra.te drops off faster than extrapolated, and the rate law changes in a complex way.

However in all cases

the major products of the reaction are the: corresponding 1- and 2-carbon
carbonyl products.

For

thE:~

less-substituted chloroethylenes, the

carbonyl products cont:ainingone carbon atom are the major, if not
exclusive, products.
The mechanism of the ozonolysis is complex and several paths may be
involved.

The most often :iLnvoked mechanism starts with the cleavage of

the double bond.
C2X4 + 03

~

CX20 + CX202

This reaction proceeds through the molozonide as an intermediate and occurs
in C2H 4 and the higher

hyd:~cocarbon

olefins as well as in CH2CHCl.

However

there is considerable evidC;mce to suggest that either in addition to or in
place of the above reaction, the initiation can occur via
C2X 4 + 03
C2X~+03

+ C2X4

C4X 8 0 3 + 03

~

C2X403

107

t c .. xaos

108

~

ZCX20 + 2CX202

109

The C2X4 0 3 intermediate is probably the TI-·complex.

The route consisting

of reactions 107-109 :l.s the dominant, if not exclusive route, to ozonolysis
in CHClCHCl, CH 2CC1 2 , and CCl2CCl2.

With either initiating mechanism, the

CX20 2 species carries the •l::hain.
The chlorine-atom sensitized oxidation of CH2Cl2 gives CHClO and
CC1 20 as products with respective quantum yields of 49 and 4.1 independent
of reaction conditions at .32 ° C.

For the C:l-·CH 3Cl system the initial products

are HCl and CHClO, the quantum yield of the latter being 2.0 under all
conditions.

Thus CHCl2 reacts with 02 similarly to CCl3, whereas CH2Cl

vii
reacts with 0 2 simlarly to CH 3 , (except that· no alcohol is produced).

In

both systems the CHClO is removed by chlorine atoms in an hydrogen abstraction reaction with a rate coefficient of 7 x 10 8 M- 1 sec- 1 at 32°C,
The photolysis of CC!tt at 213.9 nm is interpreted in terms of an
excited molecule mechanism which proceeds entirely by
CC1 4* + CC1 2 (singlet) + Cl2
at low pr1:ssures.

At higher pressures CC1 4* is quenched and CC1 2 pro-

duction is inhibited, though it may be (and probably is) replaced by
production of CCls + Cl.

For CFCls and CF2Cl2 photolysis at 213.9 nm,

the main, and probably exclusive, process is chlorine atom ejection
CFCls (or CF2Cl2) + hV (213.9 nm)

+

Cl + CFCl2 (or CF2Cl)

The reaction of 0 ( 1D) with the perhalomethanes leads mainly, if not
exclusively, to chlorine atom abstractj.on
0( 1D)

+ CFnCl4-n (n = 0-3)

+

ClO + CFnCls-n

The rate c:oefficients for these reactions, relative to that for N20
(k

= 2.2 x

10- 10 cm 3 /sec) are

molecule

CC1 4

CFCl3

relative k

2.1

1.5
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CONCLUSIONS
Chloroethylenes oxidize by free radical attack to give one and two
carton carbonyl compounds and chlorine atoms.

Consequently when chloro-

olefins are in the atmosphere they will generate chlorine atoms and oxidize
in a chain

proce~ss,

The carbonyl compounds are toxic and may hydrolyze to

give HCl, particularly in the respiratory tract,

In addition HClCO decom-

poses in the absence of H20 to give HCl + CO and reacts with chlorine
atoms with a rate coefficient of 7 x 10 8 M- 1 sec- 1 at 32°C.
The chloroe.thylenes are attacked by 0 ( 3P) atoms at a rate 0.1-1
that of 0( 3P) attack on C 2 H~.

There are two paths of importance.

Most

of t::te time for the non-fluorinated chloroethylenes, the reaction produces
an eKcited adduct which may or may not react further in the chain process.

o( 3P) +

c2x~ +

cx2cx2o*

For the non-fluorinated chloroethylenes, double-bond cleavage occurs
19-31% of the time

o( 3P) +

c2x~ +

cx2o + cx2

The CX2 diradical, which presumably is a triplet, can then react with 02
to ge:nerate mono·-free radicals.

For the fluorinated chloroethylenes, the

relative importance of the two processes is reversed.

With CCl2CH2,

CClHC:H2, and possibly cis- and trans-CHClCHCl, rearrangement occurs as a
minot process •

o( 3P) + cx2cx2

+

The reactions of 03 with

cx 3cxo
C2Cl~,

(or

cx 3 + xco)

CCl 2CH2, cis- and trans-CHClCHCl, and

CHClCH2 are not :i.mportant in the atmosphere for two reasons:

1)

These

reactions proceed by a long-chain diradical process in the absence of 02,
but 02 inhibits t:he chain and greatly reduces the rate of reaction.
2)

In the Torr range, the reactions proceed with a rate law which is

xvi
first-order in each reac!tant.

However at lower pressures, the reactions

become second-order in chloroethylene concentration (and in some cases
also 0 3 concentration).

Even in the regime first order in both reactant

concentrations, the rat<E! coefficient is smaller than for the 0 3-C2H1t
reaction.

With CHClCH2 our preliminary studies, done in the Torr range,

have not shown any deviation from the rate law first-order in each reactant,
but the rate coefficient in the presence of 02 of 3.9 ~ 1 sec- 1 is too
small for this reaction to be of any importance, even if the rate law is
not modified at lower pressures.
The perhalomethanes are not chemically active in the troposphere.
However in the lower stratosphere they can be removed by at least two
processes:

photooxidat:i.on and 0( 1 D) atom attack.

The photooxidation of

CFCl3 and CF2Cl2 at 213.9 nm proceeds mainly, if not entirely, by chlorineatom ejection
CFCl3 (or C:E'zClz) + hv (213.9 nm)

+

Cl + CFCl2 (or CF2Cl)

With CC1 4 , however, the principal process expected for stratospheric
pressures is molecular chlorine elimination at 213.9 nm
CCltt + hv (213.9 nm)

+

CC1 2 (singlet) + Clz

The singlet CC1 2 produced reacted with CC1 4 in our laboratory experiments,
but its fate in the stratosphere is not known.
with 0 3 to give CCl20 + Oz (singlet).

Probably it would react

At longer wavelengths, however,

(e.g. 253.7 nm) the photodissociation products may be CCl3 + Cl in the
stratosphere, since these ar•e the

higher-pn~ssure

products at longer

wavelengths (120).
The reaction of 0( 1 D) with the perhalomethanes is rapid and proceeds
mainly, if not ent:lrely, by chlorine-atom abstraction
CFnCltt--n (n

= 0-3)

+ oen) + CF:nC1 3-n + ClO

xvii

The r<)Om temperature rate coefficients for these reactions, relative to
that for N20 (k

Relat:lve k

= 2.2 x

10- 10 cm 3 /sec) are

CCl~t

CFC1 3

2.1

1.5

CFsCl
1.2

0.52

lifetimes for removal of the perhalomethanes in the stratosphere

~fue

by thH two processes are given below at various altitudes.
CCl!t
Alt., [oeo)],a T(oeo)},b
yr
...li!L molec/cc
20

0.25

25

1.5

30

7.5

274
45.7

CFClf
T{Phot},c T 0( 1 D)},b
yr
yr
6.60

384

CF2Cl2
TtPhot},c t{0( 1D)},b
yr
yr
6~.4.

480

0.647

64.0

5.28

80.0

9.15

0.117

12.8

0.99

16.0

CFaCl
T{OclD)},c
yr
1108
185
36.9

35

25

2.74

0.032

3.84

0.26'

4.80

40

87.5

0. 78

0.014

1.10

0.106

1.37

3.17

11.1

45

175

0.39

0.008

0.55

0.063

0.69

1.58

50

150

0.46

0.006

0.64

0.045

0.80

1.85

a)

Average global yearly value.

b)

Lifetime for removal by 0( 1D).

.c)

Reciprocal of the global average photodissociation coefficients given
by F. S. Rowland and M. J. Molina, Atomic Energy Commission Report
N::>. 1974-1 (1974) "Chlorof1uoromethanes in the Environment."

0

CFC1 3 , which does not absorb strongly radiation >2000A is removed
mainl;r by 0( 1D) atom attack, probably predominantly at 45 km.

The

other three chlorinated methanes are removed principally by photodissodation but removal of CF2Cl2 by 0( 1D) at 25-45 km makes a
signiJ:icant contribution.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
In terms of problems of significance :i.n urban atmospheres the
following studies need to be done:
1)

The reactions of Cl, 0( 3P), and HO with the haloethanes in the

presence of 02 should be studied.
2)

For the molecules already studied, i.e. the chloroethylenes and the

halomethanes, the reactions with HO radicals in the presence of 02
should be examined.

The products and mechanism of the reactions should

be determined and the rate coefficients obtained.
3)

The fate of the halogenated one- and two-carbon atom carbonyl com-

pounds in the atmosphere should be determined.

Their reactions with

Cl, 0( 3P), HO, H20, H202, and NH3 should b1~ studied.
4)

Computer modelling should be done to determine the influence of Cl

atoms on photochemical smog.
In terms of problems of significance :i.n the stratosphere, the
photooxidation of the chloroalkanes and the carbonyl compounds should
be examined.
with

CCl~t

Also more detailed wavelength studies should be made

to determine its primary process as a function of wavelength

·under stratospheric condtions.
Finally in terms of completing general scientific information on
these systems, the following studies would be useful:

1)

The reactions of Os with CClHCH2 and CCl2CClH could be studied.

2)

Temperature studies could be made on all the systems.

1
INTRODUCTION
An earlier review (1) covered the literature on the gas-phase oxidation of perhalocarbons.

Since then concern has developed that the

chlorinated ethylenes, which are used as solvents and for other
inc.us trial use :• may be accumulating in urban atmospheres.

Of particular

coil cern is vinyl chloride which has been shown to be a mild carcinogen.
Also there has developed recently a serious concern

that some of the

con:monly used c:hloromethanes may adversely affect the ozone concentration in the stratospheric layer surrounding our planet (2-4).

Therefore

we undertook an. extensive study of the oxidation of chloroethylenes and
chlorofluoromethanes with financial support from the Environmental Protection Agency through Grant No.
are presented here.

R 800949.

The results of these studies

For the sake of completion we also discuss the

pertinent experimental data and their interpretations from other
lab()ratories.
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I.

CHLOROETHYLENE OXIDATION
EXPERIMENTAL

Photochemical

Experime~~:

Most of the irradiation experiments
or Pyrex cell with NaCl windows,

WE~re

done in an infrared quartz

The gases in the cell were irradiated by

radiation from a suitable Hg lamp which had passed through appropriate filters to provide the desired wavelength and intensity of radiation.
reaction cell was situated :Ln the sample

bE~am

The

of a Beckman IR-10 infrared

spectrometer for eontinual analysis of the reactants and products.
The experiments

utiliz,1~d

conventional static photochemical techniques.

The working part of the vacuum system was greaseless, employing Teflon
stopcocks and greaseless joints with Viton 0-rings.

For pressures <5 Torr,

a Consolidated Vacuum Corp. McLeod gauge was used whenever possible.
Pressures between 5 and 50 Torr were measured in a Wallace and Tiernan
absolute pressure indicator..

Pressures larger than 50 Torr were measured

in a mercury manometer.
Materials:

All gases were Hatheson C.P. grade.

When it was possible

they were purified by bulb to bulb distillation in the vacuum line and
degassed at -196°C before each run.
chlorine free,
was used.

The C2 Clt) was Baker Analyzed,

The fraction volatile at -21°C but condensable at -90°C

It was degassed before each run from a trap at -90°C.

The

CC1 3 CC1(0) was from Eastman Kodak Co. and was fractionated in the same
manner as C:aC1 4 before use.
Chlorine (Matheson, 99 ,,.5% purity) was degassed thoroughly, and then
repeatedly exposed to KOH pellets to remove the HCl.
was confirmed by infrared analysis.

The absence of HCl

The chlorine was then slowly dis-

tilled into the storage vessel by keeping the KOH-H:aO-KCl mixture at as
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low a temperature as practical.
The C2HCl 3 was Baker Analyzed, and the fraction volatile at -21°C
but condensable at -90°C was used.
-90°C.

It was degassed before each run at

The CC1 2HCC1(0) was from Eastman Kodak Co. and was fractionated

in the same manner as C2HCl3 before use.
The CC1 2CH 2 was from J. T. Baker, and the fraction volatile at -80°C
but condensable at -130°C was used.
-130°C,

It was degassed before each run at

Becaus•e it polymerized spontaneously in the storage vessel, it

was repurified periodically.

For the 0 3 experiments the CCl2CH2 was

obtained from the Fisher Scientific Co. and distilled at -98°C before
use,
The cis- and trans-CHClCHCl were obtained from the Aldrich Chemical
Co.

They were distilled at -50°C.

Before use they were degassed at -80°C.

Infrared analysis indicated no impurity bands.
The CFClCFC:l and CF2CCl2 were from the Peninsular ChemResearch Co.
The fractions volatile at -20°C, but condensable at -80°C, were used.
Infrared analysi.s showed no impurity peaks.

The CFClCFCl was a mixture

of t:1e cis- and trans-isomers, and these could not be separated.
The C2H 3Cl was from the Matheson Co.

Before use, it was distilled

at -:30°C and collected and degassed at -196°C.

Its infrared spectrum

showed no impurity peaks •
ProcE~dure:

The gases were saturated with mercury vapor at room tempera-

ture and mixed d:i.rectly in the cell.

For Hg-sensitized experiments

(dirE~ctly or to produce 0( 3P) from Nt20 decomposition) a drop of Hg was

in tbe cell.
Three reaction cells were used.

Cell No. 1 was a cylindrical quartz

vessel 5 em in diameter and 10 em long.

Cells No. 2 and 3 were Pyrex

4
T-shaped cells.

For each cell the stem of the T had a 5 em diameter

quartz window to permit entrance of the radiation.

The top of the T had

two NaCl windows, each 5 em in diameter for infrared analysis.
windows were attached to

thE:~

cells with Carter's epoxy cement.

The
The

lengths of the tops of the T cells were 6.7 an.d 1.2.7 em, respectively,
and were situated in the sample beam of a Beckman IR-10 infrared
spectrometer for continual analysis.
For Hg-sensitization experiments, either of the chloroethylene directly

oep) <iLtoms, irradiation was from a Hanovia flat-

or of N20 to produce

spiral, low-pressure mercury resonance lamp.

Before entering the reaction

cell, the radiation passed through a Corning 9-54 filter to remove
0

radiation below 2200A.

When reduced intensities were desired, Corning

9-30 filters were inserted between. the lamp and reaction vessel.
Actinometry was obtained from the Hg-photos,ensitized decomposition of
N20 in the presence of 1-2% C2F1t to scaveng,e the 0( 3 P) atoms produced.
For this system the quantum yield of N2 production <I>{N 2 } = 1.0.

For

chlorine photolysis experime,nts, radiation was from a GE-Hl00-A4/T
medium pressure Hg lamp with a Pyrex envelope.

The radiation was

filtered through a 3.08 em thick Corning 7-54 filter to remove visible
0

radiation and isolate the 3660A line of Hg.
Some experiments were done in a 10 em long by 5 em diameter quartz
cell with a pinhole bleed.

The reaction mixture exited continuously,

prior to and during each photolysis, through the pinhole into 8 mm
Pyrex tubing which led through a second pinhole into a modified E .A. I.
160 quadrupole mass spectrometer for analysis.

The leak rate of the

first pinhole was suffidently small so that the pressure drop in the
reaction vessel was negligible during the t:Lme of the experiment.
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Whether infrared or mass spectral analysis was used, after some of
the~

experiments, the products were also analyzed by gas chromatography.

The gases noncondensable at -196°C (CO, N2) were analyzed using an 80

10 ft. long SA molecular sieve column at 0°C with a He flow rate of 60100 cc/min.

When 02 was present as a reactant gas an additional 10-ft.

long colunm was: used to aid in separating the N2 and 02.

Gas chromatographic

analysis for C02 was made utilizing a 24 ft. long column packed with Porapak

Q operating at 25°C and a H2 carrier gas flow rate of 60 cc/min.
Finally after completion of some of the runs analyzed continually by
inf:rared analysis, mass spectral analysis was performed, and vice versa.
~le

Experiments:
For the

necE!Ssary.

e~?eriments

in which 0 3 was used, a mercury-free line was

The gases were mixed in a kinetic apparatus consisting of

two 100 cc bulbs connected by a T-stopcock (one that opens simultaneously
in three direcHons) to a stem adaptor which leads either through a stopcock to the vacuum line or through a stopcock to the optical cell.
cone grease was used in all the stopcocks.

Sili-

Two optical cells were used.
0

One ·;vas a 10.0 c.m long quartz cell for following 03 decay at 2537A in a
Cary 14 spectrometer.

The other cell was

~10

em long and had NaCl,

KBr, or CsBr windows to permit monitoring olefin decay and phosgene acid chloride appearance by infrared spectroscopy.

A Perkin-Elmer 112

infrared spectrometer with a CaF2 prism was used.

All experiments were

performed at room temperature, about 25°C.
Before a run, the kinetic apparatus was evacuated for at least an
hour by an oil diffusion pump and then conditioned for 10 min. with
about 5 Torr of 03 before final evacuation.

The 03 was prepared from a

tesla coil discharge through 0 2 , the excess 02 being removed at -196°C.
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A desired amount of ft·eshly prepared 0 3 was then measured into the
cell with a Kel-F oil manometer.

The half-li.fe of the 0 3 in the

cell was about 8 hi, which was very much longer than the rest of
the procedure,
The kinetic apparatus then was removed from the vacuum line
and transferred to the appropriate spectrometer with the cell in
the optical path,

The spectrometer was set at a fixed wavelength,

and the reaction was initiated by opening the T-stopcock first and
then opening and closing the stopcock to the cell.

The reaction

was followed continuously for 4 or more half-lives and then intermittently for 3 more to get an infinity point.

The initial pressures

of the olefin and diluent gas in the cell were calculated using the
measured ratio of the volumes of the bulbs to the entire kinetic
apparatus.

These were 0.485 for the infrared cell and 0.75 for

the quartz cell.

Kinetic runs in which the 0 3 was added to the

olefin were performed in a similar manner by reversing the roles
of the 03 and olefin.
Runs for product analysis were performed in the infrared cell
in the manner described for the kinetic runs, except that the
entire region (4000-600 cm- 1 ) was scanned on a Perkin-Elmer 521
grating infrared spectrometer.

HCl was identified from its known

band sequence (27.50-3050 cm- 1 ) , but no quantitative estimates
could be made.

Quantitative analysis for the olefin, CHClO,

CC1 3CCl(O), CCl20, CH2ClCCl(O), and CO were made from their respective bands.
a halocarbon

In experiments to measure 02, the diluent gas was

(CCl~t,

CH2Cl2, or CF 3CFCl2) that was condensable
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at -196-oc.

Th1a residual pressure of the gas noncondensable at

-196°C was comddered to be CO plus 0 2, and the 0 2 computed by
difference.
For some reactions in the C2Cl4 system, used in conjunction
with the Beckman IR-10 instrument, the reactants were mixed by
freezing-into a cold finger on the infrared cell and then permit ted to vaporize.
Cl-ATOM INITIATED OXIDATION
The chlori.ne-atom initiated oxidation of chloro- and chlorofluoroethylenes has been studied in our laboratory (5-9).

Pre-

viously the chlorine atom initiated oxidation of C2Cl 4 (10-13),
C2HCl3 (14-16), and CHClCHCl (17) had been studied.

The oxidation

of •CCl2CCl2, CHClCCl2, CH2Cl2, cis-CHClCHCl, trans-CHClCHCl,
CF2GCl2, and CFClCFCl (mixed cis and trans) proceed by a long
cha:ln free-radical process.

The major products are the corres-

ponding acid chlorides containing 1 or 2 carbon atoms.
traHt there is

~no

chain process in CHClCH2.

By con-

The oxidation

products and ch.ain lengths are summarized in Table I.

Also

included in Table I are some preliminary results (18) on the
chlc•rine-atom initiated oxidation of CF2CF2 and CF2CFCl.
oxic:ations also involve long-chain reactions.

These

For most of the

chlcroethylene8',, the chain length of the reaction exceeds 100
at sufficiently high 02 pressures, and is independent of the
absorbed light intensity, Ia, or any of the reactant pressures.

Table I
The chlorine-atom sensitized oxidation of C2Cl4-nHn and C2Cl4-nFn
q>{ox}a

~b
k2b

h._

~c

k~tb

k6b

d

log k2

(~ sec- 1 )

Compound

Oxidation Products (%)

CCl2CCl2

CCl3CCl(O) (75%), CCl20 (25%)

300f

1

150

CCl2CHCl

CHCl2CCl(O) (90%), CO and CCl20

200f

'V10

100

>6

CC12CH2

CH 2ClCC1(0) (98%), CO and CCl20

172

'V>100

86

>50

6

cisCClHCClH

CHClO (71%), CO (26%) and CCl20 (3%)g

21.5

1

19

<50

7

10.6

CHClO (71%), CO (26%) and CCl20 (3%)g

21.5

1

19

<50

7

10.6

>22

9

>50

9

6.0

Ref.

e

1

5,13

10.1

15,16

10.6

trans..,

CClHCClH

h

CC1HCH 2

CHClO (74%) and CO (25%r·

CF2CCl2
CFClCFCli

CClFzCCl(O) (91%) CC1 20 (4%), CFzO (4%)
CC1 2FCF(O) ('VlOO%)

CClFCF 2

CC1F 2 CF(O) ('V95%)

CFzCFz

CFzO (100%)

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

'V2

>10

'V85

>20

420

1

>1000

>10

>20

18

'V250

1

<50

18

210

q>{OX} = -q>{olefin}.
Calculated from product distribution.
At 30-32°C.
From Reference 23.
Reference for k6a/ksb·
At high 0 2 pressure.
In these olefins, geometrical isomerization of the starting olefin is an important process especially at
low total pressure.
At high [02]/[C1z] ratios.
Equilibrium mixture of cis and trans isomers.

00
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The generalized mechanism which explained both the chlorination and oxidation was elucidated by Huybrechts et al (13, 15, 19).
the photochlorination of CC1HCC1 2

In their studies of

at 363 and 403°K, they found that small

amountB of oxygen inhibited the photochlorination, but that the reaction
proceeded further in the dark after irradiation was terminated (19).
interp1~eted

They

this after-effect to be due to the formation of a semi-stable

peroxide which decomposes in the dark on the walls of the reaction vessel to
reinitiate the chain chlorination.
Further studiHs of the photooxidation of CClHCClz (15) completed the
earliet· work of Muller and Schumacher (14) and showed that the principal oxidation product

was GC1 2 HCCl(O) which accounted for >90% of the oxidation at

363°K and .:::_82% of the oxidation at 403°K.

Likewise they studied the chlorine-

sensitized photooxfdation and the simultaneous oxygen-inhibited photochlorination of CC1 2 CC1 2 and C2 HC1 5 at 353.5 and 373.4°K.
C2Cl 5 radicals as the chain carrier.

Both systems produced

The results of the two systems were

the same and nearly identical to those of Schumacher et al (12, 20); 85 ±
5% of be oxidized CClzCClz and CzHCls appeared as CCl3CCl(O) and 15 ± 5%
as CC1 2 ().

Trace quantities of CC1 4 (0.3%) and CClz.CCl20 (0.1%) were also

present.

The quantum yield of oxidation, <I>{OX}, increased with the oxygen

pressur1~

to an upper limiting value of about 300 for CzCls radical oxidation

and about 200 for CHC1 2 CClz. oxidation, independent of absorbed intensity, Ia,
chlorocarbon pressure, Clz. pressure, or added Nz. pressure.

Huybechts et al

(13, 15) emphasized the different light-intensity dependence in the quantum
yields for the oxyg1en inhibited chlorination (Ia- 1 /
pressurE~

2

)

limiting oxidation (intensity independent).

and the high 0 2 They showed that since

these two reactions are coupled they have common chain-breaking steps, which
must be bimolecular in radicals to explain the ra- 1 /

2

dependence of the
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quantum yield of chlorination,

This led them to propose the following

general mechanism:
Clz + hv ... 2C1
Cl + CX 2 CXC1

+

1

ClCX 2 CXCl

-+ CX;;~ CXClz

ClCXzCXCl + Oz

2a
2b

-+

ClCX2CXCl0 2

3

?

CXCl2CXzOz

3'

·+

2C1CXzCXC10 + Oz

4a

->

(C1CX 2 CXC10)z + Oz

4b

+

2CXClzCXzO + Oz

4a'

-+

(CXClzCXzO)z + Oa

4b I

ClCXz CXClO 2 + ClCX2CXCl

-+

(

CJI.CXz CX2 ClO) 2

5

ClCX2CXClO

-r

ClCX 2 CX(O) + Cl

6a

CXzCXClz + 0<.
ZClCX2CXCl02

2CXClzCXzOz

_,. CXGlO + ClCXz
CXClzCXzO

+

CXC1 2 CX(O) + X

_,. CXC::l2 + CX.tO
ClCXz + Oz _,.

cxlo +

Cl + (1/2)0 2

6b

6a'
6b I

7a

Reaction 7a, of course, is not a fundamental reaction, but must proceed
through several steps, which presumably are:
ClCX2 + 02

+

ClCX20l

2ClCXzOz

+

2ClCXzO + 02

ClCXzO

+

CX20 + Cl

However there is an

alternative:~

to reaction 7a that could account for the

oxidation in which the ClO radical is an intermediate but in which ClCXzO
is not:
ClCX 2 +

+ ClO

8

CX,!ClCXClO

9

02. -+- CX~~O

ClO + CX2CXCl

-~
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Mc.thias et a1 (5) tested the two possibilities.

They examined the

chlorine-atom sensitized oxidation of C2Cl4 in the presedce of 0 3 to insure

•

that ClO was produced via the well established rapid reaction (21)
Cl + 0 3

+

ClO + 0 2.
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I

With 0; present, the epoxide, CCl.2CCl20, was produced.
production depended on the ratio

[C2Cl~tJ/[O;d,

Since the epoxide

it was concluded that the

epoxide came from
lla
No epox:'.de was produced in the absence of 0 3 , so presumably ClO radicals
are absent, and reaction 7a is the correct representation of the oxidation
of CC1 3 radicals.
Frc'm the exper:Lments of Huybrechts et al (13, 15) and Mathias et al (5),
reaction 7a was established for CC1 3 radicals.

In order to examine the oxi-

dation of partially chlorinated methyl radicals, Sanhueza and Heicklen (22)
examined the chlorine-atom sensitized oxidation of CH2Cl2 and CH 3 Cl to
study the oxidation of CHClz and CH2Cl, respectively.
oxidized just like
chlorine atom.

CCl~,

They found that CHC1 2

but that CH.2Cl oxidation did not generate the

Presumably the oxidation of this radical is analogous to

that for CH3 radicals.
ClCH2. + 02

-+

CHClO via termination

7b

In the CCl2CCl2 and CHClCCl2. systems, the quantum yields of oxidation
products increased with the 02. pressure until upper limiting values were
reached.

The mechanism predicts that if termination is exclusively by

reaction 5, then

{OX}

I
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However if termination is exclusively by reaction 4b, then
~{OX}

where ~{OX}

=

2k4/k~b

= -~{olefin}

II

= HelGX-teCl(O)}

-1-

(l/2H{eX20} + (l/2)4>{eo}.

Eqn. I applies at low values of [0 2 ] 2 /Ia, whereas eqn. II applies at
high values of [0 2

]

2

/Ia.

In the oxidation of eH 2 Celz, cis-eHeleHel, trans-eHeleHel and
eFeleFCl the quantum yields of the oxidation products are insensitive
to all the reaction parameters and the termination must be by reaction
4b exclusively; eqn. II always applies.

However in the oxidation of

eel ?eH2, since eH2el always is o::ddized in a non-chain process,
reaction 6b' also can be a terminating step.
In the oxidation of CF2CCl2 there is one striking difference from
the results of the other chloro-and/or fluoroethylenes:
is reduced at high pressure, but ~{CF20} is not.

¢{CFzClCCl(O)}

Thus the details of

the mechanism contain some additional subtle deviation from the general
mechanism outlined above.

A possible explanation is given in detail in

the original work (9).
In Table I the experimental results are summarized, and in Table II
the bond energies of the chloroethoxy radicals involved in the
oxidation of the chloroolefins are presented.

proc~ss

of

From Tables I and II it

is possible to deduce the following information:
1)

From the values of k2a/k2b (obtained mainly from the distribution of

products) it is possible to concl.ude that che chlorine atom prefers to
attack the less chlorinated carbon atom.
(eel~eH 2

In the most unsymmetrical cases

and ee1 2 eF?), the preference for the non-chlorinated carbon atom

is at least a factor of 20.

The c:hloroolefins with one or three chlorine

atoms also show a high preference for substitution on the less chlorinated

Table II
Bond energies (kcal/mole) in chloroethoxy radicalsa
D{C-H}b

D{C-Cl}b

D{C-C}c

D{C-Cl} - D{C-C}

k&a/k&b

CCl3CCl20

--

-17

-20

+3

6.0

CCl2HCCl20

--

-16

-13

-3

·>6.0

CCl3CHClO

6

-4

-16

+12

CClH2CCl20

--

-20.8

CCl3CH20

17

--

11

CCl2HCHClO

6

-5

-11

CClH2CHClO

2

-4

CCl2HCH20

14.8

--

RO

a)
b)
c)
d)

-11.6

-9.2

<10
>50
c

+6

<50

-8..

+4

<10

7

--

-- d

The values are mostly from Reference 24.
D{C-H} and D{C-Cl} represent the bond energies for loss of H or Cl, respel!tively, from the oxygenbearing carbon atom.
Neither of the products CC1 3 CH(O) nor CH 20 was observed experimentally (k2a/k2b ~ 100).
Neither of the products CHC1 2CH(O) nor CH20 was observed experimentally.

.,.----.....---.

1-'

w
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carbon atom.

In particular this was demonstrated for CC1 2CHC1 by Bertrand

et al (16) at 3SrK, who found the preference for chlorine-atom addition to
the less chlorinated carbon atom to be at least 8 times greater than for
addition to the more chlorinated one.

They did this by comparing the pro-

ducts of the reaction with those produced from the photochlorinated oxidation
of CHzClCCl3 (to produce CCl3CClH) and CHClzCHClz (to produce CCl2HCCl2).

Of course the symmetrical c:hloroethylenes can show no preference and k2a and
k2b are indistinguishable.
effE~cts

The inductive (r-) and mesomeric (W)

of the three substituent

atoms are F > Cl > H.

ocr~

o+

"'ct/

Cl/

H

"'H

Inductive

Mesomeric

a+
F,

c)-

Cl

"c':..."=c/
F·/
""-cl
Inductive

Mesomeric

If these effects domina·c:ed the chlorine-atnm addition, then H and F sub-

stitution should give different results.

However the chlorine atom always

prefers to add to the less chlorinated carbon atom.

Thus we conclude that

steric effects must dominate th,i:! addition process.
2)

A long-chain oxidation (> 150) occurs when the exothermicity of either

reaction 6a or 6b is greater th.an 11 kcal/mole..

For an exothermicity of

11 kcal/mole, a relatively short-chain length (rv 20) is involved.

15
3)

In C:HC1CH 2 ,

radical produced is CH 2 ClCHClO, and the exothermicity

thE~

of decay of this radical by any route is < 11 kcal/mole.

The favored

route tc' decay (most exothermic) is by C-C cleavage which produces the
terminating radical CH2Cl.

Thus one cannot be certain that the parent

radical would, of itself, lead to short chains.
4)

The reaction
ClCX 2 CXHO

+

ClCXzCX(O) + H

is always energetically less favorable than the cleavage of either the
C-C bond or the oxygenated carbon-chlorine bond.

There was no evidence

that thi.s reaction occurred in any of the systems studied.
5)

In radicals of the type CX3CH20, all the decomposition routes are

sufficiently endothermic so that no decay products are observed.

Thus in

the oxidation of CCl2CHz no CHzO or CC1 3CH(O) was found as products, and
in the o:ddation of GHClCHz, no CHCl:0CH(O) or CH20 was found as products.
6)

When D{C-Cl} - D{C-C} is

~

6 kcal/mole, almost all the chlorinated

ethoxy radical decomposition goes through reaction
D{C-C} ,

6~.

When D{C-Cl} -

-3 kcal/mole almost all the decomposition proceeds through

reaction 6a.

For intermediate values of the bond energy difference, both

reactton paths are sJgnificant.
7)

The chlorine-atom initiated oxidation of all the perfluorochloro-

olefins (CzF .. -nCln) which have been studied gives long chains.

No study

has been made for CClFCCl2, but there is no reason to believe that its
oxidation will not pr·oceed through a long-chain process.
8)
(>

In the mixed chlorofluoroethylenes, the products are almost entirely
90%) the two-carbon acid chloride.

Thus we would expect that D{C-Cl} -

D{C-C} :: ·-3 in the ethoxy radical precursor.

This observation can be com-

pared to t:he results for cis- and trans-CHClCHCl, where no two-carbon carbonyl
compounds were found.

Thus the substitution of F for H either strengthens the

16
C-C bond or weakens the oxygen-bearing carbon-chlorine bond or both.
9)

In C2F", the two-carbon carbonyl compound is missing.

Thus we conclude

that the C-F bond is stronger than the C-C bond in the ethoxy radical,
whereas in CX3CXClO the carbon-c:hlorine bond is weaker than C-C bond.
Vinyl Chloride:
The chlorine-atom sensitized oxidation of CHClCH2 is unique among the
chloroolefin oxidations for three reasons:

1) CO is produced as a major

initial product of the reaction, the ratio [CO]/[CHClO] being almost
independent of reaction

paramet·l~rs,

2) there is no chain at high values

of the ratio (02]/[Cl2] and 3) at low values of [021/[Cl2], there is a
long chain process which consumes Cl2 and produces CH2ClCCl(O) as the
principal chain product.
The production of CO as an initial product is explained by a slight
extension of reaction 6
6c
where reaction 6c probably proceeds through an energetic CHClO molecule
which always decomposes.

Reaction 6b to produce CHClO as a product still

occurs but represents that fraction of reaction 6 in which the CHClO produced is stabilized.

The same results were found in the CHClCHCl oxidation.

The lack of a chain reaction at high [02]/[Clz] pressures is the
result of the fac.t that reaction. 6a does not occur and that reactions 6b
and 6c produce the terminating radical CHzCl.

Presumably the termination

reaction 7b, occurs via the sequence of steps (22)
CH2Cl + 02

-~·

CH2Cl02.

ZCHzCl02

-~·

ZCH2Cl0 + Oz

CH 2 Cl0z + CH;,ClO

-~·

2CHC10 + Hz.O

followed by

17
or

The production of CH2ClCCl(O) and the dependence of the results on
the Cl 2 pressure represent findings not seen in any other chloroethylene
and t-rhich were

e:~eplained

(8) by the competition:

3
12
where reaction 12 is then followed by oxidation to produce CH2ClCCl(O) as
it does in the CHzCCl2 system.

The competition between reactions 3 and 12

leads to the rate: law
III

4>{CH 2 ClCCl(O)}
since ultimately reaction 12 regenerates the chain.
4>{CHzGlCCl(O)} vs [02 ]/ [Cl:2] is shown in Fig. 1.
by a Btraight line of slope - 1.

A log-log plot of

It is fitted reasonably

The intercept yields a value for k 1 2fk3

9.5'

Confi.rmation that the chlorine-atom initiated oxidation of CClHCH2
does not lead to a chain process comes from the work of Bertrand et al (24)
who studied the chlorine-atom initiated oxidation of 1,2-CzH 4 Clz at 353°K
to prcduce CClHzCClH.

Furthermore they showed that chloroethyl radicals

not chlorinated on the a-carbon do not lead to chain oxidations by examining the chlorine-atom initiated oxidation of C2H 4 (to produce CClH2CH2)
and CCl9CH, (to produce CCl3CHz).

Earlier work (25) on the chlorine-

atom initiated oxidation of CzH6 had shown that C2Hs also does not enter
a chai:o. oxidation.

18
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Figure 1:
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10

Log-log plot of <P{CH 2ClCCl(O)} vs . [02]/[Cl2J in the chlorineatom initiated oxidation of C2H3 CJL at 31°C. From Sanhueza and
Heicklen (8) with permission of the American Chemical Society.
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Pre~:

1he chlorine--atom initiated oxidation of C2Cl4 was studied in the presence
of 0 3, since the dark reaction for this system was very slow (5).

The addi-

tion of 0 3 to the system introduced three major changes:
1)

The ratio cp{CC13CC1(0)}/<l>{CC120} dropped as the [03]/[02J ratio was

increased but was unaffected by changes in [0 3 ]/[C2Cl4].
the [0 3 ]/[0 2 ] rati.o is seen in Fig. 2.

The effect of

There is considerable scatter in

the data, but at 312° the ratio drops from about 3.0 in the absence of 03 to
The data point~_at 24°C lie .below those at

about 1.0 at [0 3 ]/[0 2 ] > 10.

32°C, as they do in the absence of 02.

The shift in the ratio was attri-

buted to the production of CCl3CCl(O) and CCl20 via
C2Cls + 03

+

CCl3CCl(O) + Cl + 02

+

CCl20

13a

+ CCl 302 (or CCl3 + 02)

where 1:he ratio k 13 a/k 1 3b is smaller than k 6 a/k 6 b.

13b

It was argued (5) that

reactions 13a and 13b proceeded directly and not through energetic C2ClsO*
radica:.s, since th<e thermal effect was known to move the product ratio in
the opposite direction (5).
2)

The overall rate of the oxidation was reduced as the [0 3]/[C2Cl 4 ] ratio

was ·ralsed.

This 'vas attributed to the production of ClO radicals via

reacticn 10 followed by the competition of C2Cl1t and 03 for ClO.

Most

of the time that C10 reacted with 0 3 , the chain is regenerated.
CJLO

+ 03

+

Cl

+ 20 2

14a

but occasionally tE!rmination might occur by
14b
followed by subsequent oxidation of OClO to produce the observed product
Cl201.
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Figure 2:

Log-log plot of the ratio of the quantum yields of CCl3CCl(O) and CCl20 vs. [0 3]/[02] in
the chlorine-atom sensitized oxidation of C2Cl 4 by 02 and 03 at 32°C. From Mathias et al
(5) with permission of the National Research Council of Canada.
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3)

fc1 2CC1 2 0 was produced., fts quantum yield depending mainly on the [C2Cl4 1/

(0 3 ; ratio.

Th:ls result suggested that it was produced in the ClO-C2Cl 4

inte~raction:

C:LO + C2Cl4

-+

tcl2CCl26 + Cl

lla

-+

CCl 3 CCl(O) + Cl

llb

llc
Since the chain length was long under all conditions, the mechanism predieted that
~{CCl3CCl(O)}

+ (1/2) ~{CCl20} = k1tb + ktlc + k2k14 + k2k14
[C2Cl41
IV
~{tc1 2 cc1 2 b}
kua
· kuak10
k10k14a [0 s 1
Fig. 3 is a plot of the left-hand side of eqn. IV vs. [C 2Cl 4 ]/[0 3 ], and it
is seen that a straight line plot passing through the origin is obtained.
Thus reaction lJlb and llc are unimportan·t.
F2-Initiated Oxidation:
Miller and Dittman (26) passed mixtures of F2 and 02 into C2Cl4 or
C2F 3 Cl at 0°C.

chlorine atoms.

Presumably the oxidation is similar to that initiated by
With C2Cl 4 the products, in decreasing order of abundance

were CClsCCl(O), CC1 2FCCl(O), CC1 20, C2 Cl 6 , and Cl2.
(CFCl}) 2 and C2C:lsF were also observed.

Trace amounts of

With C2F 3 Cl the major product was

CF2ClCF(O) with CFClO, CF20, and CF 3 CFO also formed.

The main feature of

the two systems can be explained in terms of C2Cl 4 F and C2F4Cl oxidation,

Hg 6( 3P) SENSITIZATION
The Hg photosensitized oxidation of three chloroolefins (CCl2CCl2,
CHCI<::Cl2, and CH2CCl2) have been studied in our laboratory (6, 27, 28).
For two of these olefins the mercury-sensitization was also studied in the
absence of 02, and we will discuss these results first.

<:>
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£)2 Absent:

The Hg photosensitized decomposition of CCl 2 CClz (27) and CHC1CC1 2 (28)
·Here studied.

The results were similar in the two studies.

vrere Hg2Cl2 and polymeric material.
-·!P{ CX 2CC1z} (X = H, Cl) , was

'\J

The products

The quantum yield of olefin loss,

1, independent of olefin pressure and

nearly independent of absorbed intensity, Ia•
l:e between 1..5 and 2.0 at low Ia).

(-!P{CHClCClz} appeared to

In the CHClCClz study small amounts

cf another unidentified product were found.
The results indicate that a long-chain polymerization of the olefin
is not involved, since -!P{CX 2 CC1 2 }

~

1.0.

Double-bond cleavage can be

eliminated since c-C 3 Cl 4 was not produced in the CClzCClz system and
mixed ethylenes were not produced in the CHClCClz system.

Molecular

elimination does not seem likely, and in fact the results with Oz present
eliminate tha.t possibility as a major reaction path.

It was concluded

that free radicals must have been produced by one of the following
processes:
15a
o:r

Hg 6( 3P) + CX 2 CC1 2 ~ Hg 6( 1 S) + CXzCClz*

15b

Hg 6( 1 S) + CXzCClz* +

16

C 1 X~Cl

+ (1/2) HgzCl2.

In the case of CHC1CC1 2 , the possibility also exists of producing C2 Cl 3

+ H + Hg 6 {'s) as products, either directly or through the excited molecule mechanis:m.

Presumably the C2X2 Cl radical dimerizes, and the resulting

1, 3-butadiene polymerizes.
The above 111\echanism to produce free radicals is markedly different
than for the Hg-photosensitized decomposition of the fluoroethylenes or
C;:H~,.

Ethylene and the fluoroethylenes (except for C2F4) decompose by

24

molecular elimination of Hz (29) and HF (30) respectively,

CzF 4 (31-33),

and to a slight extent trifluoroethylene (30b), decompose by double-bond
cleavage.
For CzF., the mechanism tb.at explaine.Li the results was:
Hg 6( 3 P 1 ) + CF2CF2 ~ Hg 6( 1 So) + (CFzCF2)n*
(CFzCFz)n* ~ 2

1

15b'

17

CF 2

(CF2CFi)n* + CF2CFz ~ (CF2CFz)o* + CFzCF2

18

19

(CFzCF:z)c* (+ CFzCFz)-?- C:FzCFz(+ CFzCF 2 )
followed by

2
1

CF 2

1

CF2

n

and

CzF~t

20

+ C2 F 4 ~ c-··C3Fs

where the superscript
subscripts

-+

o

*

21

represents an electronically excited state, the

represent, respectively, molecules with either

sufficient or insufficient energy to dissociate, and

1

CF 2 is the singlet

CF z diradicaL
The rate coefficients for the quenching of Hg 6( 3 P) by the olefins
have been measured.

Relative to N 2 0 they a:re 3.0 for C2Cl~t (27), 4.1 for

CHClCCl" (29), 0. 35 for C zF<; ( 1), and 1. 8 for C2H1t (29).
0 7 Present:

The Hg-photosensitized oxidation of C2F;. has been reported in two
studies (33,34) and reviewed by Heicklen (1).
been presented and discussed in detail (34).

A complete mechanism has
The products of the reaction

were cyclo-C2Fs, CFzO and CF.2CFzO (tetrafluoroethylene oxide).
The mechanism is very complex.

However the oxidation products can

be explained as corning from the following
(CzF")o* + 02 ~ CFzOz +
1

CF2 + CzF~t -?- c-C3Fs

1

CF 2

rE~actions

involving a diradical.

22

21

25
CF20z + C2F4 ~ 2CF20 +
+

cF2o +

3

CF3

23a

EizcF;b

23b

24
Here (C 2 F 4) 0 "~~~ is a vibrationally equilibrated electronically excited
C2 F4 molecule; lCF2 and ~CF 2 are the singlet and triplet of CF2 radical
r<:!Spec ti vely.
F01: the chloroolefins in the presence of 0 2 , a long-chain process occurs .
The major products are the same as for the chlorine-atom initiated oxidation of
the corresponding chloroolefin, and these products are produced in the same
rcitio.

There are two major differences for the two modes of initiating

the oxidation:
1;,

At high [0 2 ]/Ia 1 / 2 the quantum yields are independent of the reactant

pressures and Ia for chlorine-atom initiation.

For Hg 6( 3P) sensitization,

at: low [0~ ]/[CX2CCl2] (to minimize removal of Hg 6 ( 3P) by 02) the quantum
yields are independent of the 0 2 pressure and Ia, but they increase propcrtionately
2)

~dth

the chloroolefin pressure.

CO is produced as an initial product from the Hg 6( 3 P) sensitization

but not from chlorine-atom initiation.
02 system ( 15), but presumably

it

(CO was found in the Cl + CHClCCl2 +

is a decomposition product of CHClO or

formed through energetic CHC!O as a precursor).
The conclusions from the above observations are that the same freeradical chain process must occur in both systems, but that the initiation
mechanism must be different.

In order to explain the facts, Sanhueza and

Heicklen (6, 27, 28) utilized the following mechanism for the Hg 6( 3P)sensitized oxidation:

15b
'

Hg 6( 3P) + 02

+

02* + Hg 6( 1 S)

25

26

26
16
27
C2Xz. Cl02. ... CO via termination

28
29

In the hydrogenated chloroolefins, the product yields decreased as
[Oz]/[CX 2 CC1,] increased beyond a certain value (4.0 for CHClCCl2 and 1.8

for CH2 CC1 2 ) .

C: 2 Cl~t,

However wj_th

there was no decrease in the product

yields even at [0 2 ]/[C 2 Cl .. ] =• 22, in spite of the fact that quenching of
Hg 6( 3P) by 0 2 is only slightly less efficient than quenching by C2Cl 4

•

Thus it was necessary to postulate that Hg 6( 3P) sensitization leads to the
production of an excited olefin molecule, regardless of whether the olefin
3

!

or Oz quenched the Hg 6( P) a.tom.

The sa.me postulate was required in the

C2F4 system (1).
Presumably the free radical C2 X2 Cl adds 0 2 and this radical must
initiate the chain process.

Since the chain process is proportional to

[CX:tCCL], and initiation must be via reaction (29), the main removal

process for C?X"Gl0 2 must be by some process represented by reaction 28.
React.ion 28 is, of course, not a fundamental process.

In order for term-

ination ultimately to oceur, anot:her radical must be involved.
reaction 28 occurs on the wall of the reaction vessel.

Possibly

In any event it

must produce the excess CO that is observed as a product.
The mechanism leads to the following rate laws:
iP{CO} = 1.0 fo1: CClzCCl, and CH2.CCl2
¢{CO}

= 1.0 +

iP{CCl?O} for CHClCCli

v
V'
VI

27

<P{co} should be higher for CHC1CC1 2 than for the other chloroolefins because
no CHClO was found.
CO + HCl.

For the

expectation.

Presumably it was formed "hot" and always decayed to
C 2 Cl~

system,

~{CO}

was unity in good agreement with

In the CH 2 CC1 2. system, <Hco} was somewhat low (0 .5 - 1.0),

but this probably reflects experimental uncertainty since CO is a minor product.

However in the CHClCCl2 system, !J?{CO} ..... 1 was larger than predicted

by eqn. V' by a factor of 4.6, and this extra CO has not been satisfactorily
explained.
Table III summarizes the rate coefficient data obtained for the three
olefins.

The values of k2g/k2a are of the same order of magnitude in the

three systems; the variation that does exist does not follow any trend.
It is intE!re.sting to compare the above results with those of the photooxidation of C2F 3I (35) which produces C2 F 3 , a radical analogous to CzX2Cl
CzF3I + hv

~

C2F 3 + I

30

In this system a small chain occurred which produced CF20, CFIO, and C2F30I
as major products and (CFO) zCF2 and (CF02)CF2 (CFO) as minor products.

The

latter products must involve CFO as a precursor and come from the oxidation

C2F~

+

0~ ~

CF20 + FCO

3la

The main chain steps considered were

+ 02

+

C2F302

3lb

+ C2F3I

+

C2F3 + CF20 + CFIO

32a

~

CzF30I + C2FjO

32b

~

C2F 30I

33

CzF3
C2F~J2

C~F 3 0

+ I

Though Heicklen (35) did not consider them, additional chain steps are also
possdb le through the iodine atom as chain carrier
34

28

Table II!
Rate coefficiEmt ratios from the Hg 6(lP) sensitized
oxidati..on of chloroethylenes at 30-32°C

Value for
a

fHClCCl~

Ratio

Units

kza/kzb

None

1

6.7

kzg/k2e

Torr- 1

0.029

0.015

a)
b)
c)

From Referenee 27.
From Reference 28.
From Reference 6.

CClzCClz

CH 2 CC1 2 c

0.058

29

35
36
37a
-+

CFIO + CFzi

37b

In fact reaction 37a is needed to explain the high quantum yields (up to
10) of C 2F 3 0I which were observed.

Reactions 32b and 33 can only account

isomer of CF2ICF(O), the molecule expected to be produced via reaction 37a
if the system w1:re exactly analogous to those of the chlorinated ethylenes.
Thus this sys tern contains many analogous features of the Hg 6 ep)
sens:itized oxidation of chloroethylenes.

Reaction 31a is a termination

step correspond:Lng to reaction 27 followed by reaction 28, and reaction 3lb
followed by reaetion 32a is a propagation step corresponding to reaction 27
followed by reac: tion 29.
REACTION WITH 0( 3P) ATOMS
The oxygen atom might react with chloroethylenes by any of the following
paths:

(X= H, F, Cl)

0( 3P) + CXC1CX 2 ~ CX~O + CClX
+

CO + X2' + CCIX

38a
38b
38c

~ CX~·ClCX(O)
+

CClXz

+

XCO

38d
38e

Each of the reaction paths actually represents only one of two possibilities,
since the oeP) atom could attack either the more heavily or less heavily
chloJ~inated

carbon atom.

However we anticipate the results and show that

the 0 ( '1P) generally attacks the less chlorinated carbon atom in the
chloroethylene.

30

The diradical CCIX enters into one of two reactions.
2CC1X2

CClXCClX

-~

39

CCIX + CClXCX~ ~ te~ClX

40

The mono-free radicals either add to the d:loroethylene or react with each
other via combination or disproportionation reactions.
The excited adduct formed in reaction 38c. is a species which may
undergo many reactions:
1)

It may polymerize either with itself or with the parent chloroethylene.

2)

It

3)

It might react with parent ethylene to give a. cyclopropane and a

might stabilize as the

E~poxide,

carbonyl compound.
4)

It might rearrange to an excited aldehyde which could be stabilized

or decompose to free radical products.
Individual Substituted

EthY.lene.~:

Each of the substituted ethylenes behave slightly differently from
the others, and we now examine them individually.
CC1 2 CC1 7 :

The mercury-sensitized photolysis of N20 in the presence of

C;Cl. at. 25"'C yields N2
,----

,

CCl,O, and polymer as exclusive products (36).

I

The absence of CC1 2 CC1 2 0

~md

c-C 3 C1 6 as products indicates respectively,

that: all the C2CLO* polymerizes and that none of the CClz adds to C2Cl 4 ;
reaction

40

is not operative 1n this system.

Since -HC 2 CLJ rv 1 the

polymer does not incorporate addit:ional CC! 2 CCl2, and its formation must
come only from reaction 41.
CClXCX20*

->

Polymer

41

The mechanism predicts that

VII
VIII

31
q>{ C:::1 2 0} was found to be 0 .19 independent of reaction s;ondi tions, "~<;> th;is
•.~~ ···:~

is the value of k 3 ea/k38•

'

<

~.hf

.

«"

..,;;

'.

With this value, ~~{C2Cl~} should be 0.9, which

is :ln agreement with the experimental results.
CCl·~:

The products of the reaction were CO, CHC1 3 and polymer (37).

The quantum yields of CO and CHC1 3 were 0.23 ± 0.01 and 0.14 ± 0.05
respectively.

Thus the reaction channels involved in this system are

reac:tions 38b and 38c, with k3ab/k3 8

= 0.23.

Reaction

38b

presumably

proceeds through an energetic CHClO molecule which rapidly decomposed to
HCl + CO.

No CC:l 2 0 was produced and the cleavage products gave entirely

CC1 2 , and no CHC:l, diradicals.

Most of the HCl and CCl2 combine to form

CHC1 3 , but some other products must also be formed to .account for the
difference in the CO and CHCl3 quantum yields.
Presumably C2 HC1 30* always polymerizes, since no epoxide or aldehyde
was found as products; and the polymerization must proceed without

~nvolving

addi::ional C2HCl 3 molecules through reaction 41 since ,the quantum yield of
C2 HC:~ 3

disappear.:mce was about 1.0.

The mechanism predicts that:
~{CO}

= ~{CHC1 3 } = k 38 b/k3a

IX

-HCzHCls} = 1.0

X

The results of the oxidation of CHClCC1 2 in the three systems initiated
by Cl a toms, Hg 6 ep) and 0 ( 3P) are summarized in Table IV~

The three

systems give consistent findings.
CC1 2 C[2_:

The reaction of oep), prepared from the Hg photosensitization of

N2 0, 'M"ith CCl2CH2 was studied at 25°C (38).
were

~:o,

The products of the

CH 2 ClCCl(O), polymer and another unidentified compound.

'
r~action
The quantum

yieldn of CO and CH 2 ClCCl(O) were 0.35 and 0.06 respectively, independent of
reaction conditions.

32

Table IV
Oxidation of CC:lHCClz

System

\P{ CO} I <P{ CCl~~

Cl atom

k2b/k2

0.09

Hg 6eP)

1.85

0.16

0 ( 3p)

1.7

0.10
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Twelve possible reaction paths between 0( 3P) and CC1 2CH 2 were discuss,ed, the final conclusion gave the following mechanism as most likely (38).
0 ( 3P) + CC1 2 CH2

-+

CO + HCl + CHCl

38b I

¢ = 0.55

+

CC1 2 CH 2 0 *

38c

¢ = 0.06

-+

CH 2 ClCCl(O)

38d'

¢ ·- 0.04

+ CHC1 2 + HCO

¢ = 0.04

+

¢

0.31

38e
38e'

CH2Cl + CO + Cl

Reactions 38b 1 , 38d', and 38c' are abnormal in that they 'involve the migration of a chlorine atom.

The first two of these are particularly surprising,

since the more usual analog involving hydrogen-atom migration apparently
does not occur.
polymer.

The CClzCHzO* formed in reaction 38c ultimately leads to

Contrary to the situations with CC1 2CClz and CHClCCl2, some

additional CH2CC:lz is incorporated into the polymer, since -HCH 2CClz}
exceeds 1.0 and may be as high as 3.0.
cis- and trans-C:ClHCClH:

The Hg-photosensitized decomposition of N20 in

the presence of cis or trans-CHClCHCl give N 2 , CO and polymer as products

(7).

HCl was also detected at large conversions.

of CffzClCCl(O) were found, but the quantum yield
average values for

~{CO}

was

Small amounts
< ·o.04.

The

were 0,23 and 0.28 for the cis- and

tran3-CHC1CHC1, respectively.

Both isomers gave

-~{CHClCHCl}

up to 5,

indicating that the polymer consisted mainly of the chloroethylene.
The reaction goes through three channels:
0( 3P) + CHClCHCl +CO+ HCl + CClH

38b

+

CHClCHClO*

38c

+

CHzClCCl(O)

38d

foll,)wed by
GHClCHClO* + CHClCHCl + polymer

42

J4
CClH + CHClCHCl

+

Products

40'

2CHC1

~

CHClCHCl

39

The fractional importance of channels
and q>{CH 2 ClCCl(O)}, respectively.

and

38d

are given by q>{CO}

Thus k 38 b/k 36 = 0.23 for the cis isomer
The ratio k 38 ct/k 3 a .5. 0.04.

and 0.28 for the trans isomer.
CHC1CH 2 :

38b

The reaction of 0 ( 3P) with CHC1CH 2 gives as products CO, CH2ClCH(O),

CH 3 CC1 (0), HCl, CH 4 , and

polym•:~r

(8).

The quantum yields depend on the total

pressure (mainly NzO), and are given below

fox~

high and low pressure conditions.
q>([NgO]

Product

~

35 Torr)

co

0.25

0.40

CH;tClCH(O)

0.40

0.25-0.35

CH.$CCl(O)

0.09

0.07

The quantum yield of CHC1CH 2 removal axceeds 1.0, and it as well as
q>{CH 3 CCl(O)} is independent of total pressure.
The reaction was explained by a scheme similar to that for the reaction
of oeP) with C2H4 (39) and wh:l.ch is substantially different from that for
the other chloroolefins.
38c
43a
~

CH2ClCH(O)*

43b

+

CH:1CCl(O)*

43b I
44
45

CH~ClCH(O)* ~· CH,;~

CH~CCl(O)*

+ Cl + CO

+ M + CH;1CCl(O) + M

44'
45'

The excited intermediate, C2H~ClO* can decompose or rearrange to one of the
aldehydes which still contain the excess energy of reaction.

If not

35
dea.c-tivated

thE~y

decompose to radical fragments.

Thus at higher pressure

relatively more aldehydes and less CO are produced.
react with the C2 H3 Cl to form the polymeric material.
the

CH~

The radical fragments
Presumably some of

radicals abstract a hydrogen atom to give the small amount of CH 4

produced.

Reaction 43a has been included for completeness, but in fact

there is no evidence that it actually occurs.

Apparently the C2H3ClO* is

never deactivated to the epoxide, since no epoxide was found.
CH2CH?:

The re~action of 0( 3P) with C2 H4 has been interpreted traditionally

(39) by the mechanism
0 ( 3P)

+ CH 2 CH 2

·+

CH2CH20*

38c'

CHzCHzO*

-r

CH 3 CHO*

43b t

CH2CHzO*

+ M -+ CH2GH 20 + M

CH3CHO* -+ CH3
CH.3CHO*

+M

+

I

46

+ HCO

44"
45 t

CH3CHO

I

Most of the products could be interpreted as coming from the free radical

fra:~ments

produced i.n reaction 44 11

•

The yields of both CH 2 CH 2

6 and

CH 3 CHO

inc:reased slightly with pressure indicating that they were produced, at
leaBt in part, from the pressure stabilization of the energetic intermediates.
Fur1:her evidence for this comes from the work at liquid N2 temperature
where the sole products were CH2CH20 and CH3 CH(O) in a ratio of 1. 2 (40).
More recent experiments at room temperature utilizing crossed beams or
a fast-flow reactor coupled to a photoionization mass spectrometer (41, 42)
havE~

confirmed the presence of a small additional process, accounting for

5% of the total reaction, to produce CH 2 CO

+

H2 directly as earlier

suggested by cv,etanovi~ (43, 44).
38f
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CH2CHBr:

Slagle et al (li..S) have shown that three paths occur in the

reaction of 0 eP) + CH2CHBr:
0 eP) + CH2CHBr

-+

CH3 + BrCO

-+

CH2Br + HCO

38a''

-+

CH2CO + HBr

38£ 1

-+

Br + CO

38a'

Reactions 38a 1 and 38a 11 may proceed through energetic intermediate adducts.
The relative importance o:E thE!: three channels was 0.29, 0.51, and 0.21.
CF 2CFz:

Oxygen atoms react with C2F 4 to produce CF20 and c-C3Fs as

exclusive products (1).

The reaction was studied by Saunders and Heicklen

(46) at temperatures of 23 ancll 125°C over a wide range of oxygen-atom concentrations and with C2F1t pressures from 3-123 torr.

The quantum yield of

CF20 production is 1.0 for all conditions.
The mechanism of reaction is explained by
38a
-+

C2F1tO*

with channel 38c occurring 15% of the ti~e.

38c
The CF2 and C2F1tO* are removed

as follows:
2CFz -+

C:2F4

39'

CF2 + C2F4

-+

c-·C3Fs

40'

C2F40 *

-+

CF20 + CF2.

41'

C2F40* + C2F4

-+

CF20 + c-C3Fs

42'

C2 FnH<.-n (n=l, 2 and.ll:

For the fluoroethylenes, there is not a complete

study of the reaction mechanism.
Mitchell and Simons (47) studied the reaction of CH2CF2 through flash
photolysis of N02- olefin mixtures, and continuous photolysis of N02fluoroolefin mixtures.

In the flash photolysis experiment ground state
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CF;! was monitored qualitatively from its U. V. abs10rption bands (which persist for
> 60 msec.).

Using C2F'+ as a reference, Mitchell and Simons concluded that CF2 is

produced in la:rge amounts in the CH 2CF 2 reaction when the [CH2CF2]/[N02]
ratio is high (to minimize the competition between N02 and CH2CF2 for the

o(ip) atom).
The final products from continuous photolysis were:
very small amounts of CF20.

CO, C2F1+, and

It was concluded that reaction occurs

via

38a
38a'
and that CH20

~ras

formed with sufficient vibrational energy to dissoci-

ate. Since no quantum yields were reported we can only tentatively outline
a mechanism sindlar to that proposed for the chloroethylenes
38a'
38b
39'
I

I

It .Ls interesting to point out that no CF 2CH 2CF 2 was reported as a product.
For the same olefin both CF 20 and CH 20 were observed as products by
Hui1~

a

et al (48).

s1~condary

However the authors pointed out that CF20 could be from

reaction with molecular oxygen in the reaction mixture.

In Table V are the aldehydic products reported by Huie et al (48) in
the reaction of 0( 3P) with fluoroethylenes.

No quantitative estimates were

mad•~.

Moss (49) reported that carbon monoxide is a primary product formed
in high yields in the reaction of CH2CHF with oeP).

Table V
Products and quantum yields in the reaction of 0( lp) with chloro-, chlorofluoro-, and flwroethylenes
Haloethylene

Products

1..

.!uaaLb..

CC1 2 CC12

CC1 20 and Polymer

0.19

0.19

0

CCl2CClH

CO, CHCls and Polymer

0.23

0

0.23

0.17

0

CCl,CH 2

CO, CH2ClCCl(O) and Polymer

0.35

0

0.3lc

0.55

0.06c

cis-CClHCClH

CO, HCl and Poly,..r

0.23

0

0.23

o. n-o. n

trans-CClHCClH

CO, HCl and Polymer

0.28

0

0.28

0.68-0.72

CClHCH,

CH,ClCH(O), CO,

0

.::.o .25

8

'1.().4

luahilia.

~
0.81

>0.30

!u.adL!ua
0

~
0

Reference

Sanhueza and Heicklen (36)

0
0.08d

Sanhueza and Heicklen (37)

~.04

0

Sanhueza and Heicklen (7)

.::_0.04

0

Sanhueza and Heicklen (7)

0.09-0.34

San..~~g3 ~n-4

Heicklen (38)

Sanhueza and Heicklen (8)

CHsCCl(O) and Polymer

cr.cr,

CFzO and c-C,Fo

1.0

CF,CFCl

cr.o

1.0

CFClCFCl

CFClO and Polymer

cr 2cc1 2

CFzO and CCl2CF~Cl:l2

CF 2 CFH

CFi-o, CHFO

cr 2 CH2

co,

cr.cHcl

cr,o,

co,

HCl

CF 2CFBr

CFzO

CH,CHF

cHFO, ca 2o

CFHCFH

CHFO

a)
b)
c)
d)

For more details see
Quantum yield of the
These yields are for
Total yield • 0 .08.

and

0

0.15

0

0

0.80

0.80

0

0.20

0

0

Sanhueza and Heicklen (9)

1.0

0

0

1.00

0

0

Sanhueza and Heicklen (9)

--

---

c 2r •• cr 2o

co

Sanhueza and Heicklen (46)

0.85

----

Sanhueza (18)

Muie et al (40)

Mitchell and Simons (47)
Mitchell and Simons (47)
Mitchell and Simons (47)
!luie et al (48) and }!uss (49)
Huie et al (48)

text.
principal oxygenated product (first listed in Products column). t • kux/ku (where x • a,b,c, or d).
the abnormal reactions involving Cl atom migration (see text).
About 1/2 of the yield involves the normal H atom migration; and about 1/2 of the yield, the abnormal Cl atom migration (see text).

NOT REPRODUCIBLE

w

00
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CFClCFCl:

Sanhueza and Heicklen (9) reported on the Hg-photosensitized

dec:omposition ()f N20 in the presence of an equilibrium mixture of cis- and
trctns-CFClCFCl.
compound.

The products were N2 , CFClO, polymer, and an unidentified

ii>{CFClO} was

'V

0.80 independent of a factor of 6.7 change in

[C:E'ClCFCl] and a factor of 14 change in Ia (at high N20 pressures).

The

values for -iP{CFClCFCl} showed some scatter, and they varied between 1.0
and 3. 4, suggesting that more than one CFClCFCl is removed per 0 ( 3P) •

The

unidentified product was probably cyclo-(CF~l) 3 and its relative yield
showed no trend with changes in reaction conditions.
The reaction is most easily described by the mechanism:
0 ( 3P)

+

CFClCFCl + CFClO

+

38a

CFCl

38c

+ CFClCFClO*.

39

2CFC1 + CFClCFCl
CFCl

+

CFC!CFCl + cyclo-(CFC1)3

40

CFClCFClO*

+

CFClCFCl

42

with the ratio k3aa/k3a
CF2CCl2:

+

Polymer

= 0.80.

The reaction of 0(3P) with CF 2 CC1 2 gives CF20 and CC1 2 CF 2 CC1 2 ,

both with quantum yields of about unity and with -i!>{CF2CCl2}
to 1~eaction conditions (9).

=2

invariant

The mechanism consistent with the other chloro-

oleHns was discarded for the following reasons:
1)

No C2 Cl4 was found.

2)

iP{CC1 2CF 2 CCh} should be pressure dependent and intensity dependent

unless reaction 39 never occurs.
3)

In the

pres~:mce

of 02 (discussed in the

ne~t

section) the long-chain

free~-radical ox:ldation should occur and i!>{CF2ClCCl (0)} should approach 45.

In fact it neve:r reaches 3.0.

40
4.

In the presence of O:h the long-chain oxidation should be a function of

[CCF 2 CC1 2 ]/Ia 1 1 2 •

In fact ~{CF 2 ClCCl(O)} is independent of Ia, but depend-

ent on [CF 2 CC1 2 ]/ [0 2 ]"

Thus, Sanhueza and Heicklen (9) proposed the

following mechanism:
0( 3 P)

+

CFzCCl2

+

CClzCFzO*

CClzCFzO*

+

CFzCCh

-+

CFzO

38c

42'

+ tclzC'FJ::clz

This mechanism predicts that

~{CFzO} = ~{CcJl.zCFz~Clz} =

XI

1.0

which conformed to the Hndings.
In Mitchell and Sim(llns (47) system (discussed above) no CFz was produced from CF 2 CC1 2 in thedr flash photolysis experiments and CClzO was the
main product from continuous photolysis.

Tyerman (50), who looked for

ground-state CFz by kinetic spectroscopy after long wavelength flash photolysis of CFzCClz-NOz··Nz mixtures reported that no CFz diradical is released
from the reaction,

In the reaction of oeP) with CFzCFCl, Mitchell and Simons (47)
reported CF 2 0 and CFClO as products, the former being the more important.
In their experiments with Oz present, [CFzO]

~

[CFClO], so it is possible

that the small amount of CFClO detected in the absence of 0 2 really came
from the reaction with Oz produced in the reaction of 0( 3P) with NOz.
Preliminary results from our laboratory (18) show that the production
of CFzO has a quantum yield of 1.0, in agreement with Tyerman (50) who
reported that no CFz was released from the reaction.
Mechanism:
The results of the various studies are summarized in Table
general comments are:

V.

Some
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1)

There are three types of reactions which are most typified by the three

molecules C 2 F~t, C 2 Cl~,, and C2H 4 •

For C2F 4 the main result of 0 CSP) attack

is double bond cleavage, reaction 38a; for C2Cl 4 , the principal reaction
path is 38c to form CC1 2 CC1 20* which then polymerizes all the time; for
C2H1:t, the excited intermediate, CH 2CH 2 o*, is also formed, but it rearranges
to give CH3CHO or free-radical fragments.
th~se
fr,~e

There is also some evidence that

products are formed directly via reaction paths 38d and 38e.

Mono

radicals or the 2-carbon acid halide are never formed with C2F4 or

For the fluoroethylenes, CHFCF 2 , CHFCHF, CH2CF2, CHFCH2, CF 2 CFC1, and
CF~CFBr,

the data are not quantitative.

However no polymer, epoxide, 2-

ca::-bon carbonyl product, or products expected from mono-free-radicals were
found.

Consequently we can assume that the principal reaction path is by

ca1~bon-carbon

double-bond cleavage, either reaction 38a or 38b.

C2 F 4 and GFClCFCl react with 0( 3 P) primarily by the double-bond
cleavage react.ion 38a, but some excited intermediate is produced by channel
38<:.

CF2CCl2 .apparently reacts entirely by channel 38c.

F.or C2 F 4 and

CF,CC12., the excited intermediate CX2CXzO* always reacts with the parent
ole:fin to give a short-chain polymerization (chain lengths < 10).
With all the chloroolefins the C=C double-bond cleavage paths,
rec:.ctions 38a and 38b occur 19-31% of the time.
rec.ction 38c to produce CClXCX20*.

The dominant path is

This molecule leads entirely to poly-

mer·izerization without involving the parent olefin with C2Cl 4 and CHC1CC1 2
CC1XCX 20*

+

Polymer

41

CClXCX 20* leadB almost entirely to polymer for the CH2CCl2 and cis- and
trans-CHClCHCl systems, either by reaction 41 or by incorporation of the
parent

moleculE~

t\.2

CClXCX.zO*

+ CC1XCX 1

··~

42

Polymer

CC1XCX 2 0* leads primarily to rearrangement for the

CHClCH~

and

C2H~

systems.

Thus the 2-carbon carbonyl products and the products of mono-free-radical
reactions are observed.

In CzH!j some epoxide is also observed, but this

is the only ethylene for 'which the epoxide was ever reported.
2)

It has been seen that except for C2 H1•, no epoxide has ever been found.

Furthermore, except for

CzH~t,

CHzCHBr, CHClCHz, to a minor extent CClzCH2s

and cis- and trans-CHClCHCl, no free-radical or rearrangement products were
found.

This suggests that with the exception of C2H•H CH 2 CHBr, and

CHClCH2~

the excited CX 2 CX 2 0* intermediate has a cr type bond with the oxygen atom
localized on one of the carbon atoms, presumably the one at the positive
end of the molecule.

charactE~r

Thus this molecule has diradical

(from the spin conservation

rules, it should be a triplet) and reacts easily with the parent olefin
or with itself.

Presumably for C2 H4 and CHClCH2, the oxygen atom is more

centrally located, as has been postulated by Cvetanovic (39).

-H
0 HJ *
\1\l

_cl

C-C

\H

Thus for these molecules probably the exeit1:d intermediates are the triplet
states of the corresponding epoxides.
3)

For the unsymmetrical chloroethylenes, the 0 (3P) atoms always pre-

ferentially attack the less chlorinated earbon atom.

The same effect was

seen with chlorine atom attack, and the reason must be steric, rather than
due to inductive or

mesom:~ric

effects.

43

In fluoroethyl4anes, since two carbonyl products are reported, both sides
arE! attacked.

However Mitchell and Simons (47) reported that in CF 2CH 2

thE: production of CF 2 was very low and that the main product was CO
(pt·obably from CH 2 0* + CO).

Maybe, in this case the strong mesomeric

effect of the fluorine in the molecule is the explanation

(electrophilic species)

Moss (49) reported that CO is also produced in large amounts in the
reaction of CH 2 CHF with 0(3P).

In the CF 2CFBr-0( 3P) system the main pro-

duct was CF 2 0 (47) in agreement with the idea that steric effects dominate
in the addition.

Haszeldine and Steele (51) concluded that atom or free-

radical attack on CF2CFCl occurs exclusively at the CF2 group.
Johari et al (52) in their paper on addition of CF2 to chloroolefins
concluded that, "If the rate of attack at the -CF2 end of difluoroethylene
is assumed to be approximately the same as that for addition to the

=

CF 2

end of chloro-2,2-difluoroethylene then the rate of attack ·at a CHCl group
is estimated to be 10 3 to lOif times slower than attack at· the =CH2 group."

The rate coefficient for many ethylenes have been measured at room
temperature.

When the 0( 3P) atoms are produced from Hg photosensitization

of N20, it is most convenient to measure the competition between two olefins
for the 0( 3P) atom.

From the variation in the product yields with relative

preE;sure, the r1:lative rate coefficient can be obtained.

If the rate

coefficient for one olefin is known, the other can be computed.
Huie et al (48) measured their rate coefficients using a discharge-flow
system coupled to a mass spectrometer by monitoring the decay of the olefin.
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Table VI
Rate coefficient for the reaction of atomic oxygen with
haloethylenes at room temperaturea

Olefin

k/k{~l

0.51
0.38
0.43

Source of
0( 3P) atom
microwave discharge
N20 + Hg*
microwave discharge

Reference
Huie et al (48)
Moss (49)
Huie et al (48)

0.22

N20 + Hg*

Moss (49)

cis-CHFCHF

0,32

N20 + Hg*

Moss (49)

trans-CHFCHF

0.54

N20 + Hg*

Moss (49)

CHFCHF

0.52

CHFCF2

0.57

N20 + Hg*

Moss (49)

CF2CF2

1.0

N20 + Hg*

Saunders and Heicklen(46)

1.0

N02 + hv

Tyerman (50)

N20 + Hg*

Moss (49)

CH2CHCl

1.6
1.0

CH2CCl2

1.0

N20 + Hg*

Sanhueza and Heicklen(38)

cis-CHClCHCl

0.47

N20 + Hg*

Sanhueza and Heicklen(7)

trans-CHClCHCl

0.11

N20 + Hg*

Sanhueza and Heicklen(7)

CHC1CC1 2

0,10

N20 + Hg*

Sanhueza and Heicklen (37)

CCl2CCl2

0.10

N20 + Hg*

Sanhueza and Heicklen (36)

CF2CFCl

0.51

N02 + hv

Tyerman (50)

CF2CCl2

0.67

N02 + hv

Tyerman (50)

CFClCFCl

0.20

N20 + Hg*

Sanhueza and Heicklen (9)

CH 2CHBr

0.78

crossed beams

Slagle et al (45)

1.0

microwaye discharge

Huie et al (48)

microwave

disch~rge

microwave discharge

Huie et al (48)

Huie et al (48)
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In the

te1~hnique

used by Tyerman (50), ground state CF 2 was monitored

by kinetic speetroscopy after the long wavelength photolysis of N02 (to
prC>duce oeP)) in the presence of C2F4 and a competitive olefin diluted in
The CF2 was produced in the 0( 3P)-C2F 4 reaction, and its diminution

N2.

in the competitive system gave a measure of the relative rate coefficient.
The results of the different studies are listed in Table VI.
relative to C2rl 4 are reported.

Rates

For C2H4 the room-temperature rate

coefficient is 4.0 ± 0.1 x 10 8 ~-l sec- 1 (53-59).

The rate coefficients

for C2H 4 , C2F 4 , CH2.CHCl, and CH2CCl2 are equal to each other and greater
than the rate eoefficients for the other substituted ethylenes.

The

partially fluorinated ethylenes have rate coefficient 1/3 - 2/3 that of
C2H4.

The presence of chlorine on both carbon atoms (except for cis-

CHClCHCl) drops the rate to about 0.1 that for C2H 4 •
Moss (49) pointed out that, "In considering the reactivities of atoms
or free radicals, it is usual to seek correlation with observed or calculated
properties of the reactant molecules.

Successful correlation often provides

use:Eul indication of the nature of the radical reactants and the main factor
con::rolling reactivity.

The rates of reaction of 0( 3P) w;i.th hydrocarbon

olefin correlates well with excitation energies and ionization potential of
the olefin (39).

Since these properties show the ease with which an electron

may be removed or promoted from the rr-orbital of the ground-state molecule,
eleetrophilic b1ehaviour of 0 ( 3P) is indicated."

These observations, and

others, have led Cvetanovic to suggest that the transition state for the
reaction is a TI·-complex with the oxygen atom placed approximately centrally
bett,•een the carbon atoms forming the double bond.
Moss (49) measured the relative rate constant for the reaction of
oxygen atoms with the fluorinated ethylenes.

The results (in Table VI)

were compared with data for other atoms and radicals with the same olefins,
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and briefly discussed in terms of the electronic changes produced in the
double bond by fluorine substitution.

The oeP) reactivities showed no

correlation with the ioniza.ti.on potential.
The reactivities of the chlorinated ethylenes show a correlation
be1:ween the reactivitiE!S with 0(3P) and th•e. ionization potentials,

The

rate of reaction decreases (more chlorinat•ed) as the ionizati.on potential
decreases,

However this correlation is in the opposite direction of that

if o(3P) is an elecxrophi.lic species

o

The results for oxygen atoms are

compared in Table VII r.vith results for oth1e.r atoms and radi.cals adding to
chloro- and chlorofluoroethylenes,

Always

C 2 Cl~o

is the least reactive and

in a general way the inclusion of chlorine in the olefinic molecule decreases
the rate.
cis-CClHCClH reacts faster than the trans isomer in the 0(1P) reaction.
The significant d:tfference for the rate coefficients for the two isomers
presumably reflects steric factor differen•ces.
It is interesting to note that, for the reaction of oeP) with CHFCHF
and C:.Ha-2, the rate coefficient is also larger for the tr"!-ns compounds
than for the c.is compounds by respe.ctive factors of 1. 7 (49) and 1.6 (60).
However the reactions of

CH~O

listed in Table VII show that the cis isomer

reacts faster with CH:lO than does the trans isomer.
REACTION WITH 0 (!p) IN THE PRESENCE OF 02
The oxidation of the halogenated ethylenes by 0 eP) atoms in the
presence of 0 2 may proceed by three differ1:mt routes:
1)
CXz.

A chain mechanism :tnitiated by the oxidation of the substituted methylene,
This process is important for C2 CL,, CHClCClz, CH2CCl2, cis- and trans-

CHClCHCl, CFClCFCl, and C <:F,~ •

Table VII
Relative reactivities of chloro- and chlorofluoroethylenes with atoms and radicals in the gas phase at room temperaturea

Ethylene

CCl3

c

CH30d

·cle

Hg 6eP)

Ionization
f
Potential. eV

Chloroe thy lenes
CCl2Cl2.

0.10

<0 .003

0.18

0 .30g

1.7h

9.34

CCl2CHCl

0.10

0.16

0.40

0. 79

2 .3i

9.48

CCl2.CH2

1.0

cis-CClHCClH

0.11

trans-CClHCClH

0.47

CClHCH2

1.0
l.Oj

CH2CH2.

}.05

0.72

9.83

1.28

1.37

9.65

0.95

0.90
l.Oj

9.64

LOg
l.Oj

10.00
l.Oj

10.66

Chlorofluoroethylenes
CF2CF2.

1.0

CF2CFCl

0.51

CF2.CCl2

0.67

CFClCFCl

0.20

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

k)

2.22

o.zok

+:'....,

10,.11
9.84

0.06

A very complete table is given by Moss (49) for the fluoroethylenes.
For References see Table v.
Reference 52 at 150°C.
Reference 61.
Reference 63.
Reference 62.
Reference 23.
References 27, 29.
Reference 29.
Relative reactivity set at 1.0.
References 1, 29.

9.65
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The oxidation of the-: CX2 CX2.0* intermediate.

2)

f ,n C; F,, CF CCl

:and CHClC:H ;, .

The ,::Jxidation of t:he m-Yna-free-radical fragments, a vrocess of importance

3)

in

1 ,

This process is important

C~,H,

and CHClCHz.

Me:~hylene

Oxldat.iol}_:

Dependent on the parent ethylene, the 0( 3P) atom can react with it to
prcduce any of the follow1ng mechylenes:

CFH.

CC1 2 ,

CH~,

CFz, CClH, CClF, or

The sp1n cunservation rules predict that these methylenes will be

produced in their triplet states and thus b·e reactive with Oz.

This is to

be contrasted for the stngle.t carbene speci·es • which have been shown to be
unreactive with 02 at room temperature for CH2 (64), CCl2 (65), CFCl (65),
and CF 2 (1) (singlet CE',z reacts with 0 2 at elevated temperatures to give
CF 20

+

0 ep) ) •

All the evidence suggests that when CX 2 species are produced in the
0( 9P)-CX 2 CXz reaction, they are produced exclusively in the triplet state.

However the triplet methylenes react with

o,

by three different routes

depending on the methyleme involved.
1)

The triplet species

CCl~

(36,37), CClH (7) and CC!F (9) react with Oz

as follows
3

CClX + O.t -.. XO + ClCO

46

and the ClCO species can rapidly fall apart
ClCO "., Cl
2)

The triplet CF2 adds to 0.2 (1)
'~cF"

3)

+ CO

+

o,

-7

24

CF;_.Oi

The triplet CH2. giV<E!S (43)
3

CHz + Ot-

·->

47a

HCOOH
H20

+

co

47b

49
Tht;s in the first case mono-free-r-adical.& a:re produced; in the second case,

di radicals; and in the third case, stable products,

The de. tailed fate of

a:iplet CFH wHh 0 2 ia unknown, but Gordon and Lin (66) observed HF laser
emission from the reaction of CHF with 0 2 •

They attributed this product

+ C02.

to the formation of excited FCOOH which decomposes to give HF±

Thu:;, at least part of the time, CHF oxidizes analogously to CH2 to give
molec.ular products directly.
The differ·ence in the three reactions is probably energetics.
1 i k<•l:ihood in all three c.ases the adduct CX 20

2

is formed first

any rearrangement is endothermic and does not occur.
presumably they rearrange to

·

xcfox,

With CF .z02,

o

For the other species

which decomposes to XO + XCO o

A

the case of HC(oH does stabillzatlon occur,

In all

Only in

.n

However the HC~H initially

formed on rearrangement contains excess energy, and apparently this energy
is sufficient fe>r reaction 47b to proceed if the molecule is not deenergized.

The. reaction of CX:.<CX.,O* with a~ can pr-oceed in two ways.

On

~1e

other hand, with

CCl~CF~O*,

the

proc~ss

The route

1s

CHClCH;:O* apparently c.an r.eac.t by either route to produce the diradical or
mono1:adical products, respectively o

For the other ethylenes, the oxidation

of CHClCH,o* has not been elucidated, since it appears to be an unimportant

process.
Individual
C ,CL.:

Molec1~:

A long-chain process is involved which produces the same products as

in the chlorine-atom initiated reaction, and the ratio of CC1 3 CC10 produced

50
to CC1 2 0 produced is 2.0 at 25"'C (36), similar to the ratio of 2.5 found in
Ho~v£v~.r

the chlorine atom system.

the rate law i.s different, the quantum

yield of chlorina~ed product io~~~[l0n being proportional

to

[C2Cl~)/I 8 1 / 2 •

In addition CO is formed witb. a quantllm yie.ld of 0.18, independent of conditions.

This value is idc.ndcal to che CCt~O yield tn the 0 eP)-CzCL.

system 1n the dbsence ol 0,.
CHClCCl2:

For CHClCCl; the free-radical long-c.hain oxidation is observed,

as in the case of C 2 CL (3?).

The chain lengths increase with [CHC1CC1 2

]/

I a' ;z, but at a less than a linear rate.
CHClCHCl:

Again the free-radical long-chain is observed (7).

However the

chain length is almost independent of [CHC1CHC1]/Ia 1 /z. for the trans-compound
and only slightly dependent on this parameter for the cis-compound.

Geo-

metrical isomerization is also observed.
CH,CCl2:

The free-radical long-chain process occurs, and the chain lengths

increase with [CH~CC1 2 )/Ia 1 1 2 , but less than proportionately (38).
rate law is similar to that for CHClCCl.t.
from 0 35 in the absence of

o,

Thus the

The CO quantum yield increases

to 0.78 :t 0.16 in the presence of O.z,

independent of reaction conditions.
CFClCFCl:

As with CHClCCl, and

radical long-chain oxidation
[CFC1CFCl]/Ia 1 1 2 (9).
limiting value of 140.

CH~CCl,.,

~vh1ch

th1s molecule exhibits the free-

increases less than proportionately with

The quantum y1eld of oxidation reaches an upper
CO was also produced with a quantum yield of 0.80,

exactly equal to the CFClO yield in the 0( 31')-CFClCFCl system in the absence
of 0 2.
CF2 CClg:

In this system a short-chain proc,ess was observed which did not

depend on (CF2CCl.z ]/Ia 1 12

,

but rather on [CF2CCl 2 ]/[O:d.

equal to 1.0 invariant to the reaction parameters (9).

<HCFzO} was
These results
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were interpreted by a mechanism analogous to that found for

C2.F~

CCJ:<CF20* + CF2CClz

+

CF20 + 6clzCF)~C12

48

CClzCFzO* + 0~

+

CFzO + ClO + ClCO

49

(1):

Reaetion 49 becomes the initiating step for the chain reaction, and the
mechanism predicts q,{cF 2ClCCl(O)}/HCO} in this system should equal
q,{CP2ClCCl(O)} :ln the chlorine-atom initiated oxidation at high pressures.
The former quantity varies between 28 and 45, and the latter quantity is
about 45, so that the agreement is not too bad.
Reactions l•8 and 49 must be simplifications of a much more complex
process since they predict q,{co}
of [CF 2CC1 2 ]/[0 2 ], and Hco}

=0

= 1.0

and q,{tc1 2CF2.CCl2} = 0 at low values

and 4>{CC1 2 CF2CC1 2 }

(CF2.CCl2.]/[0z], contrary to the observations.

= 1.0

at high values of

Possibly CCl2.CF20* represents

several isomeric species, one of which always goes by reaction 48, one of
which always goes by reaction 49, and one or more which can proceed by either
route.

fili::

The reaction of oxygen atoms with

C 2 F~t

in the presence of 02. was

studJ.ed briefly ·by Saunders and Heicklen (46) at room temperature and in
more detail at. 2.3 and 125°C by Heicklen and Knight (67).

In addition to

CFzO and c-C 3 F 0 (found in the absence of 0 2 ) the products included tetrafluoroethylene oxide (CF2CF20)
elsewhere (1).

o

The results were reviewed and discussed

The results were explained by a biradical mechanism which

for the methylenE! is
+

24

CFz02
.,
3

+

2CF20 +

+

CF20 + fF2CFzb

CF2

23a
23b
50

and fl)r the excited molecule mechanism is

42'

52

51
CHClCH;;:

Vinyl

~hl.oride

i& unique 2.mong the chloroolefins and does not

oxid::l.ze like. any of the highE:'r homologs.

Its oxidation follows more

nearly the pattern of C,:F-. e:1ccept that there: is no chain in the 0( 3P)-Or
CHC1CH 1 system; the products are CHClO, CO, HCl, and HCOOH (8),
Also a very surprising :result occur·s, namely no C2 carbonyl compounds
ar-e

produced.

The 0 2 must ir1.tercept the intermediate in a scheme such as

C2H,C10* + 02

The

CH~O ~

-+

CHC10* + CHz02

5la'

·+-·

HCl + CO +

Slb'

CH~02.

can either rearrange to HCOOH or decompose to CO
CH20t:

+

HCOOH

+

CO

+ H20
52 a

+ Ht:O

52b

From the data it was difficult to assess the relative importance of the
products observed.

However a reasonable designation for the initial quantum

yields was
<l>{CO}"' 0.6
<l>{HCOOH} "-· 0. 85
~{CHClO}

'\. 0.6

With thts assessment, k,

a

1

/k~

'., 0.6 ::.nd ks<:a/ks;: "- 0.8.

Rat<? la.w:
There are two general rat:.e laws:
1)

The diradical mechanism which involves the oxidation of CX2 and

cx.cx,o*.

If there is a ch.::Lin. (C 2 F,., CF 2 CClz.) the chain lengths are

dependent on the ratio [CX 2 CX 2 1/ (0 2 ).

The rate law has been discussed in

detail in C.!F., elsewhere (l).
2)

The monoradical chain

mE:~chanism

studied, except CFzCClz. and CHC1CH 2

which sLppJLies to all the chloroolefins
•

The chain lengths depend on the para-

meter [CClXCX:;-]!Ia'/ 2 when ·J:he OC:JP) atom :ls generated in steady-state
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photolysis.

Since the rate of the chain propagation step is proportional

to lCClXCX,), termination by a radical-radical mechanism is suggested in
whf,~h

one r.adical is the chain carrier (i.e. Cl atoms) and the other radi-

cal must be one that is absent in the ::hlorine-atom initiated or Hgphotosensitized oxidations, since in those systems there is no intensity
depHndence.

Th'e indicated reactions are
Cl + XCO

~

ClX + CO

53

ClO + ClCO

~

Cl20 + CO

54a

+

Cl2 + C02

54b

The initiating :reactions are:
3

CCl2 + 02

3

CC1H + 02

3
: CC1F

+ 02

+

ClO + ClCO

46 1

+

HO + ClCO

46 I

I

+

FO + ClCO

46 I

I I

and the ClCO can decompose via
ClCO

+

Cl

+ CO

The ClO and HO radicals react rapidly with the olefins to initiate the
chain.

However the FO radical is apparently a terminating,radical, since

in the CFClCFCl system, the chain length was only one-half that expected
if

FO propagated the chain.
If the termination is principally by reactions 53 and 54, which is

the case at low values of [CClXCX~]/Ia'/ 2 , then the oxidation chain length
will be proporti.onal to [CC1XCX 2 ]/Ia 1 1 2 •

On the other hand at high values

of [CClXCXdlla'/'-, termination is principally by reactions 4b and 4b 1 •
The chain length should be independent of the reaction parameters, and
should be equal to that in the chlorine-atom initiated system multiplied
by the yield of CXCl radicals produced in the primary step when 0( 3P) reacts
with CClXCX2 (1/2 that value for CFClCFCl, since FO is not a propagating
radical).

Thus
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¢{OX} 00 /I{OX}cl • (k 3 ea + k3eb)/k3a

XII

where I{OX} 00 is the upper limiting oxidation quantum yield at high [CClXCX2J/
Ia-1' in the oeP)-0 2 -CClXCX;. system, and I{OX}cl is the oxidation yield in

the chlorine-atom initiated oxidation,

The right-hand side of eqn. XII also

can be obtained independt~ntly from the oeP)-CClXCX2 system in the absence
of 0 2 •

Thus eqn. XII relates, in one expression, the principal features of

the chlorine-atom i.nitiated oxidation, the 0( 3P) oxidation, and oeP)-02CX 2 ClCX~

oxidation.

Table VIII summarizes the results obtained for the upper limit longThe values of I{OX} 00I

chain oxi.da tion in the 0 ep) ...o rCClXCX2 sys tern.

I{OX}c 1 agree quite well with the values of (k 38 a + k 3 ab)/k3e obtained in
the absence of

o,.
REACTIONS WITH OZONE

Surprisingly, in sp:ite of their commerc.ial importance and possible
biological s.ignificance of some of the haloe.thylenes, relatively limited
kinetic studies have been carried out on the. ozonolysis reactions of these
compounds.

The earliest work appears to be as recent as 1966 (68) and,

apparen~ly, subsequent studies have originated only from Cvetanovic and

coworkers at the Canadian National Research Council (69) and from our
laboratory ( 5, 70, 71).

The former group

re~ported

on the kinetics of

ozonolysis of various chloroethylenes in CCL, solution while our investigations have dealt with the gas phase and the
reactions of several of the

lo~1

temperature solid phase

~:~ame chloroethylenE~s.

Although some of our

studfes have not yet been published, the important conclusions resulting
from them will be reviewed ht:ne.

Also, for

thE~

sake of completeness, the

ozonolysts data on ethylene :iltself will be lncluded in this review.

Table VIII
The Reaction of chloroethylenes with O{lt>) in the presence of 0 2
~

CCl2CCl2

[Olefinl/Ia 1 / 2 ,
(Torr-sec) 1 12
9.9 -

17.5

[Olefinl/Ia 1 / 2
Dependence

4>fcol

linear

0.18

kua

+ kubb

it3a

Reference

--

0.19

Sanhueza and Heicklen (36)

0.23

Sanhueza and Heicklen (37)

.5.5.0

0.32

0.3.5

Sanbueza and Heicklen (38)

d

7.0

0.32

0.23

Sanbueza and Heicklen (7)

d

7.0

0.32

0.28

Sanhueza and Heicklen (7)

0.80

Sanbueza and Heicklen (9)

- 11.50

less than linear

d

CCl2CH2

94

- 2000

less than linear

0.78

cis-CHClCHCl

36.5 -

687

al.mos t none

trans-CHClCHCl

32.5 40.5 -

638

alliiDs t none

684

less than linear

~{OX}cl from Table I.
Values obtained when 0 2 was
Waa never reached under the
CO was also produced in the
~{CO} • 0.35 in the absence

ifofn

0.38

48

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

~
~1-

17.0

CCbCHCl

CFClCFCl

~{OX}P'

0.80

8

c

160

0.76
(0.38 X 2)

abaent {Table V).
actual experimental condition.
chain.
of 0 2 •
V1
V1
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Review of the
C?Hl.:

Expe~t.~!. ...Q.~

The reaction of ethylene with ozone has been studied in the

vapor phase under chemiluminescent conditions by Finlayson, et al (72, 73),
and under non-chemiluminesce:nt conditions by several research groups (74-83).
Experimental data for the liquid phase reaction originate from the laboratories of Cvetanovic (69, 84) and of Kuczkmvski (85-88),

We have reported

previously on the reaction carried out in the solid phase at low temperatures
(88) and on the vapor phase decomposition of one of the relatively stable

reaction products obtained from the liquid and solid phase reactions (89).
In their study of the chemiluminescent reaction, Finlayson
et al.

(72, 73) employed a flow system in which excess olefin reacted with

ozone (about 2 mole percent diluted in Oz, Nz, or He).
were 2-10 Torr.
v<9.

The total pressures

Emission was seen from vibration-rotation bands of HO with

The emission was virtually identical to the Meinel bands seen from

the reaction of H with 0 3
H + 03

+

0 2 + HO f

(v.:s_9)
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thus confirming that H atoms are produced under the experimental conditions
used.

The emission yield was "-'lo- 7 for the 9 -~ 3 transition per molecule

of reactant consumed at 4.6 Torr total pressure.
from electronically excited CH20

eA"

+

Also seen was emission

A;_) and OH (A 2 L:

1

+

X2 JI), the yield

of the former emission being rv 10-1' per molE!cule of reac taut consumed.
The electronically excited HO emission was seen only in Nz-buffered mixtures,
but the other two emissions

~~~ere

seen in ei t:her N2 or Oz buffered mixtures.

With the assumption of 1:1 reactant stoichiometry, the rate coefficient was
found to be 5 times larger in Nz than in Oz at 2-10 Torr total pressure and
reactant fractions of 0;1

'V

50 ppm and C2 H" '\, 400 ppm.

In Oz the rate

coefficient at room temperature was (1 ± 1) x 10 3 M- 1 sec- 1 •
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Cadle and Schadt (74) appear to have been the first to study quantitative.ly the kinetics of the ethylene-ozone reaction.

Infrared spectroscopy

was :Jsed to follow the decay of ozone, and the reactant pressures were in
the :c-ange of 0.1 to 3 Torr.

The consumption ratio

[C2H~t]/[03]

was reported

to vary between 1.9 and 3.2 and the products were not identified.

The

initial rates, which were first order in each reactant, gave a second order
rate constant of 2.1 x 10 3 ~-l sec- 1 •

Evidently, the rate showed no depend-

ence on oxygen pressure (150 to 650 Torr) or on temperature (30" to 50"C).
The second order kinetics was subsequently confirmed by Hanst et al
(75), by Bufalini and Altshuller (79), by DeMore (80), and by others (82, 83).
Bufalini and Altshuller (79) used in their work a 12-liter static reactor
kept at 25"C and under a dynamic condition a variable volume vessel (0.5 to
12 liter) with te:mperature kept between 30" and lOO"C.

Reactant concentra-

tions were in the parts per million range and air was used as diluent.
Ethyl.ane was analyzed by gas chromatography while the iodide titration
method was used for ozone.

Complete stoichiometry was not reported but the

consumption ratio [C 2 H.,. )/ [0 3

]

was found to be near unity at -low ethylene

concentrations and to increase to a limiting value of about 1.6 as the olefin
pressure was incr1aased.

Bufalini and Altshuller reported the experimental

Arrhenius frequenc.y factor and activation energy to be 1. 7 x 10 6 M- 1 sec- 1
and 4.2

:t

0.4 kcal/mole, respectively.

At 25"C, the latter parameters

correspond to a rate constant of 1.6 x 10 3

!!- 1

sec- 1 •

Similar ArrhEmius parameters were reported by DeMore (80) although his
reaction temperatures were in the range from -40° to -95"C.

The rates in

this temperature range were still independent of the presence of oxygen,
and the consumption ratio [C2H4]/(0 3 ] was 1.0 ± 0.3 in the absence of 0 2
and 1. 2 ± 0. 3 with 02..

DeMore also observed aerosol formation which was

reduced by not using any diluent gas.

However, infrared analysis apparently
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provided no information concerning the nature of this aerosol or of any
other reaction products,
More recently Stedman et al (82) and H1:!.rron and Huie (83) have examined
the ozonolysis of ethylene at low react.:....ic pressures,

In the work of Stedman

et al., the reactant concentrations were in the parts per million range and
the total pressures

were~

kept at one atmosphere.

Only a single temperature

of 26 ± 2"C was used in this work, and the second-order rate constant was
found to be 0.93 x 10 3 ~--l sec- 1 in either

Oz

or Nz diluent.

Herron and

Huie followed the reaction by mass spectroscopy in the temperature range of
-40 to 90"C.

Ethylene pressures were below one Torr but kept about ten

Limes greater than the ozone pressures, These authors observed with argon
carrier gas that nonreproducible results were obtained and the apparent
second-order rate constants ·1t.1ere mucll.
0 2 buffer gas.

greater than those obtained with

With oxygen at about 3 Torr, the resulting second-order

rate constants and their Arrhenius parameters were in close agreement with
values obtained by othex inv1:!.stigators.
The difference in rate coefficient and mechanism in the presence of 0 2
found by Herron and Huie (83) and Finlayson et al (73) confirmed the earlier
report of Wei and Cvetanovic (78) who found that the ratio of olefin to
ozone consumed is unity in the absence of 0;> but between 1.4 and 2.0 in
its presence.

Furthermore the relative rate coefficient (compared to the

i-C"H 8 -0 3 reaction) was different in the Oz and Nz buffered systems (78).
Herron and Huie (83) also studied the ozonolysis of propylene and found
that its apparent

second-ord~?r

rate constant

dE~creased

two as the 0 2 pressure v1as increased to about one Torr.

by a factor of almost
At higher

02

buffer gas pressures, the sec:ond-order rate constants ··smained constant
and at a value of 6.36 x 10 3 .M- 1 sec- 1 (25"C) w·hich agreed with those
reported by earlier workers.
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Summary of the kinetic data for the ozonolysis of ethylene is presented
in Table IX.

Experimental results obtained by Cvetanovic and coworkers

(76-:'8) are not included here since only relative rates of ethylene with
respe:ct to other olefins were obtained.

However, on the basis of analysis

by g8.s-liquid chromatography, Vrbaski and Cvetanovic (77) found that one
mole each of C2H,, and 0 3 gave 0. 25 mole of HCOOH, 0.019 mole of CH3CHO,
and small amounts of other unknown products.
The only attempt of a quantitative kinetic study of the ethyleneozone reaction in the liquid phase was that by Williamson and Cvetanovic {84).
Carbon tetrachloride solution was used by these investigators, but due to
loss of olefin fr·om the solution the kinetic results were inconclusive.
However, by

assun~ng

that the relative rates with respect to 1-hexene were

the s:tme in the vapor and CC1 4 solution, Williamson and Cvetanovic (69)
estim:tted the second-order rate constant for the ethylene-ozone reaction
in CC1 4 solution at 25°C to be about 2.4 x 10" M- 1 sec- 1 •
Other liquid phase studies reported in the literature appear to deal
primaJ~ily

with product identification for mechanistic purposes.

Inert

solvents and reduced temperatures have been used in these studies in order
to minimize the drecomposition of the reaction intermediates or products.
Under these experimental conditions, some higher molecular weight peroxides
are obtained but the major reaction product is the 1,2,4-trioxacyclopentane
(commcrnly called secondary ethylene ozonide or simply ethylene ozonide).
The infrared spectra of ethylene ozonide in the vapor phase at 30°C and in
the sclid phase a1: liquid nitrogen temperature are shown in Figure

l•.

Our

vapor phase spectrum is essentially the same as that reported first by
Garvin and Schubert (90).
are given in TablE! X.

Band frequencies and their tentative assignments

The complete microwave structure of ethylene ozonide

Table IX
Kinetics of ethylene-ozone reaction in the presence of excess Oz
Temperature

Reactants

__("__g_L- -

_{Torr)_~

[CzHtt]/[03]
Con_s_UI!l_p tiog

Arrhenius Parameters
AQ:1-1 sec- 1 )
E(kcal/mole)

30 to 50

0.1 to 3

2 to 3

0

2.1

X

10 3

2.1

X

10 3

30 to 100

ppm range

1 to 1.6

4.2 ± 0.4

1. 7

X

10 6

1.6

X

10 3

-95 to -40

2 to 20

1.0 ± 0.3
1.2 ± 0.3(02)

4.7 ± 0.2

2.0

X

10 6

0. 79

X

10 3

0 3 (NO)
C2H._ (GC)

26

ppm range

-

0.93

X

10 3

Herron
and Huie (83)

0 3 (MS)

-40 to 90

ppm to 1

-

1.02

X

10 3

Finlayson et al (73)

0 3 (UV)

25

Investigators

Species
Followed a

Cadle and Schadt (74)

0 3 (IR)

Bufalini
and Altshuler (79)

0 3(KI)
C2H<t (GC)

.....,_...... _...__ (R())·
,_....,,
n""M"'..-"'

0 3 (U"IJ)

Stedman et al (82)

a)

----

'V0,5 X lQ- 3 (03)
rv4 x l0- 3 (C2H4)

-

5.1 ± 0.3

""'

IR =by infrared spectroscopy, KI =by KI titration, GC =by gas chromatography, UV
spectroscopy, NO =by nitric oxide chemiluminescence, MS =by mass spectroscopy.

5.4xHl 6
.....

by ultraviolet

k at 25°C
frr 1 sec- 1 )

0'\

0

1.0
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Figure 4:

Infrared spectra of primary and secondary ethylene ozonides at liquid nitrogen
temperature. In part from Hull et al (88).
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Table X
Infrared spectra of primary and seeondary ethylene ozonidea
Secondary Ozonid~.
Vapor (30°C)
Solid (~~,C)

Primary Ozonideb
~..J.:·l90°C)

Tentative
Assignment

2996 w

3050 w

CH2 stretch

2974 s

2980

CH2 stretch

2900 s

2910 s

CH2 stretch

2894 m

CH2 stretch

1646 w

combination

'Vl380 w

m

'Vl480 w

CH2 deformation

1395 vw

CH2 deformation
1390 w

'Vl350 w

1350

CH2

deformation

CH2 twist

m

1325 w

CH2 twist
difference band

1260 w
rvl207 w

1212

tn

cc
co

1133 m

1130

m

CH2 wag

1214 w

1125 w
1082 vs
rvl038 m
957 vs
rv9 33 m

1020 s

w

rv400 w
a)
b)

stretch

00 stretch

927 m

co
co

932 vs

stretch
stretch

00 stretch

917 m
w

00 stretch

804 s

ring bend

733 w

ring bend
730

698

stretch

983 m

843
798 m

stretch

CH2 wag

co
co

1060 vs

stretch

696

405

m

ring bend
CH2 rock

In

687 w

CH2. rock

650 m

ring bend

410 w

ring bend
ring bend

V.T

1

Frequencies are in em- unit .
A dash indicates overlap with the secondary ozonide.
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has been

deteroo~ned

by Gillies and Kuczkowski (85, 86).

The molecule has a

half-chair conformation (C 2 point group) with the geometry as shown in
Figure 5, but no evidence of free or hindered ring pseudo-rotation was found.
This ozonide also has a dipole moment of 1.09 debye, and on the basis of
temperature

depe~ndence

of its microwave line intensities a low frequency

fundamental at 200 ± 40 cm- 1 was predicted by Gillies and Kuczkowski as a
possible ring bending vibrational mode.

These investigators also carried

out the low temperature liquid phase ozonolysis reaction in the presence of
form.:tldehyde- 1 8 0 and showed that the oxygen isotope appears exclusively in
the epoxy position of the ozonide (85-87).
was used in

Li12

In addition, when ethylene-d 1

reaction, ethylene ozonide-do and two d 1 -species, all in

about equal amounts, and smaller quantities of three types of d2-species
were identified "by microwave spectroscopy.

Above room temperature, gaseous

ethylene ozonide decomposes slowly by a first-order process giving quantitatively formald1:!-hyde and formic acid as products (89).

The first-order

rate constant has been determined in the temperature range of 46° to 85°C
to be k(sec-\)

=

10n· 60 exp(-27.5 kcal/mole/RT) (89).

The reaction of ethylene with ozone in the solid phase has been studied
by Hull

et al. (88), with infrared spectroscopy.

As the reactants were

•
warmed from liquid nitrogen temperature to about -l70°C, a new set of
infrared absorption bands appeared indicating the formation of one major
primary product.

On further warming to temperatures near -100°C, this pri-

mary product decayed into the known secondary ethylene ozonide.
of

th,~

Vaporization

reaction mixture and its spectroscopic analysis showed that the

secon,:lary ethylene ozonide was the final major product with formaldehyde
and formic acid being minor products.

Also, small amounts of polymeric

mater:Lal remained on the low temperature infrared window.

From the
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Figure 5:

Microwave structure of secondary ethylene ozonide.
(85, 86).
.

G

From data of Gillies and Kuczkowski
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frequencies of the absorption bands of the

pri~ary

product and from the fact

that similar se:ts of bands were displayed by the initial products in reactions
of other olefins with ozone, the primary species of the ethylene-ozone solid
state reaction at low temperatures was identified as the 1,2,3-trioxacyclopentane (primary ethylene ozonide).

The infrared spectrum of a solid sampde

containing both the primary and the secondary ethylene ozonide is shown in
Fig ..1re 4.

Frequencies of the primary ozonide bands are lis ted in Table X.

The most characteristic band in the spectrum of this ozonide at liquid
nit:~ogen temperature is the intense sharp band at 983 cm- 1 which does not

oveJ:lap with bands of other species present in the reaction mixture.
A:cnrdi:n.g to Heicklen
Goz~:o

(68)

and later confirmed

by

and Camaggi (91), only carbonyl fluoride and oxygen are observed as

proc:ucts of the vapor phase ozonolysis of tetrafluoroethylene at room
temperature.

Two moles of carbonyl fluoride were obtained from each mole

of olefin, so the reaction stoichiometry is evidently
56
The kinetics of reaction

56 at 25°C was studied by Heicklen for ozone and

olefin pressures in the range of 0. 7 to 15 Torr and 0. 2 to 6 Torr, respectively.
Initial rates, Ri{CF20}, were determined by following the infrared carbonyl
band of

CF~O.

At constant C 2F,. pressure, Ri{CF 2 0} increased linearly with

incr,=asing ozone pressure but became independent or even decreased at higher
pres:3ures of ozone.

The experimental data although limited were· interpreted

on d1e basis of the rate equation
R·{CF 2 O} = k k'[03][C2FttJ
1
1 + k' [CzF~]

2

for uhich Heickl,en obtained at 25°C, k

XIII

= 300

M- 1 sec- 1 and k' > 9 x 10 4 M- 1 •

The investigation of Gozzo and Camaggi (91) was concerned primarily with
the reaction stoichiometry and product identification.

Their vapor phase

work appeared to be limited to the confirmation of equation XIII and most
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of their studies were conducted with solutions· of inert halocarbon solvents
at 0°C.

They employed a flm-1 system with o2:one in helium carrier gas and

determined the reactant consumption and product formation in millimole/
hour.

When the olefin was' in excess (reactant ratio [C 2 F 4 ]/[0 3 ] rv 50), the

major products were carbonyl fluoride and
Traces of

perfluorocycloprop.~me

also

te~trafluoroethylene

appeare~d

epoxide.

but the reaction stoichiometry

was best representE!d by
56'

.

,--·----,

The product ratio I.CFz0]/[CF,CF20] varied approximately as 2

+

8([03]/[C 2 F 4 ]),

For reactant ratio [C 2 F 4 ]/[0 3 ] near unity, small amounts of secondary ozonide
r---,

of C2F 4 were formed in addition to CF 2 0, CF 2 CF 2 0, and c-C3Fs.

In these cases

the reaction stoichiometry was that given by reaction 56 but the oxygen
balance was poor due to the formation of small quantities of polymer.
secondary ozonide of

CzF'~

was reported to

bt~

The

a liquid at room temperature

and to react with aqueous KI to give a mole of iodine, two moles of carbon
dioxide, and four moles of fluoride ion.

Its infrared spectrum has two

intense bands near 1300 cm- 1 and 1200 cm- 1 , and its mass spectrum has mass

The kinetics of the r.eaction between 0 3 and C2 Cl 4 at
25~C

has been studied in the vapor phase by Mathias, et al. (5), and in

CCL solution by Williamson and Cvetanovic (69).

Although the latter

investigators did not report the products of this reaction, in our laboratory (92)
this reaction has been examined in the solid phase at liquid nitrogen ternperature and in the liquid phase at reduced temperatures.
ozone did not react with C2 Cl 4 but formed a

In the solid phase,

TI-complex which has a weak

characteristic infrared band at 1030 cm-J. and which decomposed reversibly
into the reactants at about -130°C.

Similar

TI -complexes have

bee~

observed
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before in many alkene and ozone solid phase reactions (88).
were formed in the liquid phase either.

No ozonides

Vaporization of the liquid phase

products gave CC12 0 and CC1 3 CC10 as major products, bcl2CCl20 as a minor
product, and trac:es of HCOOH and a high boiling polymer.
tion of the

The forma-

HCOOH was minimized by keeping our reaction vessel dry.

The

stoichiometry of the liquid phase reaction could not be determined because
of poar o.xygen mass balance.

However, the olefin consumption appeared to be

accoDnted for by1ne CCl20 and CC1 3 CC10 yields, and more phosgene than acid
chloride was always produced.
The products of the gas phase reaction at 25°C were essentially the
same as thnse observed from the liquid phase study.

However, traces of Cl 2 ,

CO, and C02 were observed when the reaction was permitted to continue for
long :?eriods.

Once again, it was not possible to determine the reaction

s toic:1iometry but more products appeared to be formed when oxygen was used
as th<::! buffer gas.
its

01.m

The reaction was too slow, ozone loss occurred thro11gh

decomposition, the acid chloride slowly decayed with time, and the

stron:~est

infrared band of the minor product epoxide was obscured by an

olefin infrared band.

Figure 6 shows the variation in composition of a

typical gas phase reaction.

The reaction was strongly inhibited by oxygen.

The initial rates, Ri{CC12 0} or Ri{CC1 3 CC1(0)}, determined by infrared
spectJ~oscopy,

increased with olefin pressures but were not affected· much by

nitrogen buffer gas or the initial ozone pressure (range of a factor of two).
A log-·log plot of initial rates against olefin pressures (range of a factor
of fbre) gave a slope of 1.8, and the average value of Rf{CC120}/Ri{CC13CC10}
was L3.

With 0 2 buffer, the initial rate was decreased by a factor of at

least ten.
Hilliamson and Cvetanovic (69) found that the reaction rate in CCl~t
solution at 25°C

~vas

first order in both [0 3 ] and [C 2 Cl 4 ].

The concentration
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of olefin which was always in excess was varied in the range of one to five
millimole/liter:, and the ozone ultraviolet band at 0.280 lJm was used to
follow the rate..

Under these conditions the second-order rate constant was

1.0 M- 1 sec- 1 •

Only Williamson and Cvete::-.vvic (69) studied this reaction.
In

CCl~

solution at 25°C, the rate was reported to be first order in each

reactant with the second-order rate constant being 3.6 l!_- 1 sec- 1 •

The

products of the reaction or their stoichiometries are not known.
CHzCClz;

The products of the vapor phase reaction at 25°C

have been identified by Hull

et al (70)

to bP CC1 2 0, HCOOH, CHzClCCl(O),

CO, C0 2 , 0 2 , HCl, and possibly water although i t was never detected.

The

yield of phosgene was always either comparable to or greater thanthe yield
of formic acid, and the sutn of the phosgene and acid chl0ride yields was
geneJ~ally

slightly less than the C'0nsump'tion of the olefin.

Presumably,

the hydrolysis of the acid chloride led to the latter inequality.

The con-

sumption ratio [olefin]/ [0 3] was approximately unity when the reactant
pressures were comparable but this ratio approached two as the olefin was
made more in

excE~ss.

With 02 buffer gas, the limiting consumption ratio was

near fi.ve for high exc.ess olefin runs.

On the other hand, the yield of

CCl ;-0 per mole of 03 with N2 buffer appeared to be independent of the
relative amounts of the reactants and varied in the range of 0.3 to 0.4.
The same mole ratio increased to near unity in oxygen buffer when the
olefi r1 was made more excess.
[n CCL, solutions at 25°C, Williamson and Cvetanovic (69) found that
the yield of phosgene per reactant olefin consumed was essentially quantitativ(~

(GC analysis).

However, the only other product observed was a white

solid which remained after solvent evaporation and which exploded violently
on attempt to collect the material.

In the low temperature solid phase
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reaction (92) on the other hand, both CC1 2 0 and CHzClCCl(O) have been identified.

Infrared analysis of the soli.d reactants showed initially the reversible

formation of a If-complex, and on further warming to about -90°C only the
infrared bands due to phosgene and acid chloride appeared.

Vaporization of

the reaction mixture showed unreacted olefin, CCl20, CH;<;ClCCl(O), and HCOOH"
When olefin was in excess, the rate of ozonolysis of CH2CCl 2 at 25°C in
CCI~.;

solution was found to consume equal amounts of reactants, to be first

order in each reactant, and to have a rate constant of 22ol !i,- 1 sec- 1 (69).
The kinetics is more complex in the vapor phase at the same temperature for
Hull et al (70)

determined the rate law to be

-d[0 3 ]/dt = -d[CH2CCl 2 ]/dt = kxrv[CH2.CCl2][0 3 ] 2

XIV

with N2 buffer gas, and
XV
when oxygen gas was used as buffer.

In these studies the ozone pressure

was a Torr or less and the olefin was varied from 3 to 100 Torr.
experimental values of the rate constants were kxrv
M- 2 sec- 1 and kxv -- 2,2 ± 0.6 M-'' sec- 1 •

=

The

(2.4 ± 0.6) x 10 6

W:lth 0 2 buffer, the second-order

rate constant for equation X'iT obtained from the decay of an olefin infrared
band or t:he combined rate of appearance of phosgene and acid chloride bands
was almost a factor of two greater.

Also, the value of 2.2 M- 1 sec- 1 was

an. average of kxv values which appeared to decrease systematically by a factor
of almost two as the olefin pressure was increased from 8 to 100 Torr.

In

addition, with both N2 a.nd 0 2 buffers, the :lnitial rates appeared to be
somewhat faster than the rat,es predicted by the rate equations XIV and XV
when the olefin pressures were low.
CHClCHCl (DCE):

The stoichiometry of the gas phase reaction

between cis or trans-DCE and ozone at 23°C has been established quantitatively by Blume

et al (71)

to be as given by reaction 57.
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2CHC1CHC1 + 203

-+

57

4HCC10 + 02

The reactant pressures were measured directly, the oxygen concentrations
WHre

determim~d

by gas chromatography after completion of the reaction,

and the unstable formyl chloride (93) concentrations were established
spectroscopically.

Since the formyl chloride was known to decompose to

HCl and CO with a half-life of about 10-20 minutes, the products of
reaction 57 were allowed to stand until the formyl chloride infrared bands
disappeared.

From the infrared determination of the absolute concentra-

tion of CO and from the known reactant pressures and initial absorbance
of HCClO, the absorption coefficients of the HCClO infrared bands were
calculat-ed.

The two most intense bands of this molecule are the carbonyl

stretch at 1784 cm- 1 and the CCI stretch at 739 cm- 1 (93).

The decadic

ab3orption coefficients of the R-branches of these bands were found to
be 0.0194 and 0.0129 Torr- 1 cm- 1 , respectively (71).

In addition to

HCClO, 02, HCl, and CO, traces of CCl20 and HCOOH were observed in some
of the reaction mixtures.

The latter two species evidently came from

hydrolysis reactions for it was possible to minimize their formation by
careful pumping of the reaction vessels.
The stoichiometry for the ozonolysis of cis-DCE in CCL1 solution at
25 c C was examined by Williamson and Cve tanovic (69) •

They determined the

cor.sumption ratio [DCE]/[0 3 ] to be one but were able to identify only one
product from the gas chromatographic analysis.

This product was phosgene

and 0.18 mole of it was reported to be generated from each mole of DCE
consumed.

These investigators reported, however, that with 50% completion

of the reaction three other GC-peaks appeared whose retention times were
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shorter than that for CC1 2 0 and whose relative peak areas changed with time.
In the study of the liquid phase ( 71) formed by allowing the solid reactants
to melt at reduced

temperaturE!~s,

HCClO was observed as the major product

with only traces of HCOOH and CCl20.

Small amounts of explosive clear liquid

also remained after evaporation of the liquid mixture.

The decomposition

of HCClO in the liquid phase was very much faster than the gas-phase rate
but HCl and CO were still the products.
observed by Williamson and
and CO.

Cve~tanovic

The three unidentified GC-peaks

may very well have been HCClO, HCl,

The reaction in the low-temperature solid phase gave essentially

the same products (92) as those observed in the liquid phase.

Only a 'IT-complex

and no ozonides were observed as the solid reactants were allowed to warm slowly.
At temperatures above about -150°C, absorption bands due to solid HCClO grew.
Formyl chloride began to sublime off the low temperature window at about -ll0°C.
Relatively simple kinetics was observed by Williamson and Cvetanovic (69)
for the ozonolysis of DCE in CC1 4 solution at 25°C.

The rate was first-order

in each reactant with the second-order rate constant being 35.7 M- 1 sec- 1 for
cis-DCE and 591 M- 1 sec- 1 for the trans-isomer.

Thus, in CC1 4 solution at

25°C the reactivity toward ozone of trans-DCE is about seventeen times faster
than that of the cis·-DCE which in turn reacts about six times faster than
does 1,1-DCE.

The kinetics in the gas phase, on the other hand, was expected

to be complex since reaction 57 under excess olefin condition caused the
isomerization of the reactant :in addition to giving the products formyl
chloride and oxygen (93).

Subsequent studies by Blume

et al (71)

have

shown indeed that reaction. 57 has an exceedingly complex kinetics.
Blume

et al used infrared and ultraviolE:t spectroscopy to follow the

rates of reaction 57.

OlE:fin pressures ranged from 0.2 to 40 Torr for cis-

DCE and from 0.3 to 80 Torr for trans-DCE.
below about 7 Torr.

Rates

wen~

Ozone pressures were limited to

also determined \vi th the reactants buffered
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wit.h N, and 0? g.:;,s.

It was found experimentally that the rates of reaction

= +d[HCC10]/2dt

51 sd:isfied the ·:.ondition R""' -d[DCE)/dt=-d(0 3 ]/dt

and

c:J;uld be expressed in the general form

XVI
where n and m had values of one or two .;:.;;:pending on the pressure range of
eA.ch reactant.

When the pressures of 0, and DCE were both of the order of

one T·nr or less, it was found that n

=m

= 2.

Figure 7 illustrates a

ktne.tie: plot of such a reaction in which [trans-DCE] = [03] = 0.62 Torr so
that. l/(0 1 ] ' plotted against reaction time gave a straight line.

Also, when

one. or the ot.her reactant was in excess, second-order kinetic plots were
obtained by follnwing the reactant not in excess.

However, in excess

ozone k.ine!:ic runs with [0,] greater than about 3 Torr, n = 2 was still
sadsfied but the fourth-order rate constant with m
~zone

pressures

w·~re

increased,

=·

2

d~creased

as the

Ir> these kinetic runs more constant rate

c;cef fi clen ts were obtained by taking m = 1,

Finally, when the olefin was

in excess and [DCEj was greater than about 4 Torr, both exponents became
n " m""' 1.
1n

which

'~he

Figure 8 shows a first-order plot of an excess cis-DCE reaction
farmat.lon of HCClO was followed.

With N 2 buffer, the rates

were invariably faster at the beginning of the reaction as is apparent
tn

FJ.~,lH€

8, but the rates soon followed first-order kinetics.

Such initial

de via:. hns were absent when 0:< buffer was used as illustrated in Figure 9.
Mc.reo"e:r, the second-order rate constants obtained from the final firstorder kinetic sec ti,rm of the N ;-buffered reactions were the same within
e xper.:imental uncertainty limits as the second-order rate constants derived
from the 0; buffered reactions.

Also, under all reactant pressure conditions,

rate const.ants obtained from reactions with Ol buffer were always less by as much
as a factor of ten than the initial rate constants from the N2-buffered reactions.
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Numerical values of r.he vari:.ms experimental rate constants are summarized
in Table XI.

The:re were considerable uncertainties due to the limited

pressure ranges in which the rates could be determined, but the trans-DCE
definitely reacted faster than did the cis-isomer.

ft was already pointed out that the reaction under excess olefin
conditions led to some isomerization of the reactant olefin.

Similar iso-

me.rizations were observed even in excess ozone runs provided the olefin
pressures were re,asonably high.
results from such a case.

Figure 10 illustrates the experimental

Here, the pressure variations of the reactant

cis-DCE and the pwducts trans-DCE and HCClO were determined from three
sepa r·a te experiments in which the reactant pressures were comparable.

It

is evident from this figure that the isomerization reaction appears to be
fas cer than the o:wnolysis reaction.

In excess cis-DCE with ozone pressures

of about one Torr, the yield of trans-isomer appeared to increase from 20%
to about 30% as the olefin pressure was increased from 6 to 40 Torr.

On the

other hand, with a similar pressure of ozone only 3-4 Torr of cis-isomer was
b:nmed from excess trans-DCE even though its pressures were varied from 6-20

Tc·r.r.

Although it was not experimentally feasible to study the kinetics of

lsomeri.zation of the olefin, the isomerization rates appeared to be a measure
of the rates of ozone disappearance as illustrated in Figure 11.

In this

tun, 1. 72 Torr of trans-DCE and 4.58 Torr of cis-DCE were observed at the
end of the reaction, so that 7.31- 1.72- 4.58

= 1.01

Torr of reactant olefin

was consumed while the initial pressure of 0 3 was 1.08 Torr.
CHClCHz.:

Vinyl chloride also was one of the chloroethylenes examined

by Williamson and Cvetanovic (69).

They found that 1.2 mole of CH 2 CHC1 was

consume.:! for each mole of ozone during the ozonolysis in CCl., solution at
25 ''C, bu·: the only reaction product identified by gas chromatography was 0.06

Table XI
Kinetic data for the ozonolysis of 1,2-dichloroethylene (DCE)
Solvent and
Te!DPerature

Concentration

CCl,. solution
25°C

[03]«[DCE] =
1 X 10- 3 - 5 X 10- 3 M

R{03}

N2C02.) gas

[DCE] ~ [0;;)
<1 Torr

R{DCE}

23°C

Rate
Equation

= k[DCE][03]
2

= R{Os}

k[DCE ] [0 3]

2

Rate
Constants a

Source

1
cis 35.7 -M- 1 sec,
1
trans 591 ~·sec-·

Williamson and
Cvetanovic (69)

cis 1.23 x 10 11 M- 3 sec- 1
(0.12 x 10 11 M- 3;ec- 1 )

Blume et al (71)

trans 13.1 x 10 11 Mr 3 sec- 1
(4.0 x 10 11 ~ 3 sec- 1 )
[DCE] ~ 1 Torr
[0 3 ] >'V 2 Torr

R{DCE} = k[DCE] 2 [03]

cis 2.4 x 10 7 M- 2 sec- 1
(0.146 x 10 7 M~sec- 1 )
trans 3.2 x 10 7 M- 2 sec-l
(0.59 x 10 7~- 2 sec- 1 )
""-'

[DCE] > 3 Torr
>> [0 3]

R{03}

k[DCE][03]

cis 4.6 x 10 2~ 1 sec- 1
(0.37 x 10 2 ~-7sec- 1 )
trans 9.0 x 10 2 Mr 1 sec- 1
(2.3 x 10 2 ~ 1 se~-i)

a)

Rate constants enclosed in parentheses are from 02 buffered reactions.
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mole of phosgene! per mole of olefin consumed.

The reaction rate was observed

to be first orde!r in each reactant and to have a second-order rate constant
of 1.18 x 10 3

M-·l

sec- 1 •

In the infrared spectroscopic study of vinyl chloride ozonolysis,
currently in progress in our laboratory, Kolopajlo (94) observed no CC1 2 0
among the products.

Instead the primary products from both the gas and liquid

phase reactions were formic acid and formyl chloride.

Furthermore, the

reaction stoichi.ometry appeared to be represented by
CH2CHCl

+

03

~

HCOOH

+ HCClO

58

The reaction in the solid phase at low temperatures gave more informative
results {92).

The 1030 cm- 1 region where the olefin-ozone TI-complexes absorb

(88) was obscured by the infrared bands of the reaction products and by an
olef:ln band, so the presence of a
fied.
of

TI-complex in this case could not be veri-

However, as the solid reactants were warmed to about -165°C, two sets

n«~w

absorption bands started to appear.

Repeated warming of the solid

sample to about -150°C caused the bands of both sets to grow at the same
rate.

One set of bands was readily identified as belonging to formyl chloride

(93) :• and this compound began to sublime off the low temperature infrared
window at about ·-l20°C.
Figm~e

The second set of bands which is illustrated in

12 has been assigned to the primary ozonide of vinyl chloride.

This

ozonide was found to be stable to about -55 ° C, above which .it decomposed
irreversibly into formic acid, formyl chloride, and a somewhat volatile
polymer.

Interestingly, the infrared spectrum of the latter polymer was

essentially the same as that of the peroxidic polymer observed in the decompc,sition of ethylene primary ozonide (88).
The spectrum shown in Figure 12 has a strong resemblance to those of
primary and secondary ethylene ozonides illustrated in Figure 4.
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1000 cm- 1 are presumably due to 0-0 and C-0 bond stretching modes, but there
are ·:wo intense bands near 700 cm- 1 where the C-Cl stretch band is expected.
Although these bands grew at the same rate as the primary ozonide was being
formE~d,

during the decomposition their relative intensity ratios were no

longer constant.

Thus, these bands evidently represent the expected two

isomers (95) of the vinyl chloride primary ozonide, but the assignment of
each peak to the axial C-Cl or the equatorial C-Cl stretch in the
puckered,

five-membered tri-oxa ring is not apparent.

Nevertheless, the

ozonide with the lower C-Cl stretch frequency a.(Jpeared to be the more stable
isome:r and other bands associated with this species are identified by arrows
in Fjgure 12.
The kinetics of the ozonolysis of vinyl chloride,in the gas phase is
also under investigation in our laooratory (94).
shown that this

1~eaction

Preliminary studies have

appears to be too fast for spectroscopic study

without oxygen buffer gas.

With oxygen, however, the reaction is strongly

inhibited and its rate can be followed conveniently by ordinary spectroscopic
instruments.

The: results from one such kinetic run are displayed in Figure 13.

Here the pressures of vinyl chloride and oxygen are similar, and a plot of
the inverse of vinyl chloride pressure is essentially a linear function of
time.

Thus, the rate under these particular experimental conditions is first

order in each reactant.

The resulting second-order rate constant is 3.9 M- 1

sec- 1 at 22°C which is three orders of magnitude smaller than the rate constant for the same reaction in
Revie'v of

Ozonol~sis

The

rec:ent

CCl~

solution at 25°C in the absence of 02.

Mechanisms
experimental data for the condensed phase reactions

of ethylene and ozone are still consistent with the Criegee mechanism (96)
of olefin ozonolysis, which can be represented by the following sequence
of reactions
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Figure 13:

Second order kinetic plot of vinyl chloride reaction with ozone at 22°C.

From Kolopajlo (94).

00

~

85
CH2CHz + 03

-+

CH2CH2000

59

CH2CHzOOO

-+

H2c+oo- + CH20

60

H2c+oo-

-+

HCOOH

62

The low temperature infrared studies of Hull

et al (88) have shown that the

first stable product formed by reaction 59 near-liquid nitrogen temperature
was the primary ozonide 1,2,3-trioxacyclopentane.

Further warming of the

solii sample to about -100°C caused the primary ozonide to change smoothly
into the secondary ozonide which remained stable to room temperature.

In

the vapor phase at temperatures above about 50°C, the secondary ozonide was
obseJ~ved

to decompose (89) by a first-order process to give fotmalde-

hyde and fo;rmic acid.

The formation of the zwitterion in reaction

60 w~Ls inferred by the small amounts of polymeric peroxides observed after
completion of eaeh experiment.

Minor amounts of HCOOH and CH 2 0 were also

observed in the Bolid phase reaction.

The HCOOH could come from reaction 62

or the formation of energetic secondary ozonide via reaction 61 followed by
decorrposition prior to stabilization.

The simultaneous formation of both

the primary and secondary ozonides during the initial warming sequence also
indicated that reaction 59 must be exothermic.

The enthalpy change for the

corresponding reaction 59 with !-butene has been estimated by O'Neal and
Blumstein (97) to be about -47 kcal/mole.

Kuczkowski and coworkers (85-87)

have :novided a convincing demonstration of reactions 60 and 61 in the liquid
,phase ozonolysis by showing that the isotopic oxygen atom from the reactant
CH20 entered exclusively the epoxy position in the secondary ozonide, and
that no labelled oxygen entered the peroxy position as previously reported
(98, 99).

Thus, it appears unnecessary in the present sequence of reactions

to in,roke, as Story and coworkers (100, 101) have proposed in other ozonolysis

86
studies, the Staudinger primciLry ozonide (102) as a precursor to the

oo-oV

I I

HzC-CH2
1,2,3-trioxacyclopentane, or the following additional reaction paths (103)
for the formation of the secondary ozonide.

The low temperature speetroscopic studies of Hull

et al (88), appear

to clarify one other aspect of reaction 59, and this concerns the precursor,
i f any, to the primary ozonide.

Vrbaski and. Cvetanovic (76) apparently were

the first to propose for the ozonolysis of a.n aliphatic double bond that a
rr-complex may be formed in equilibrium with the reactants according to
reaction 65 and that the subsequent rearrangement of this complex by
reaction 66 was the source of the primary ozonj.de.
CHlCH:2

+

65

0 s -; CHzCH2 •0 3 ('IT)

cH:~CH 2 •o 3 (TI) ..,. Ei12CH2oo6

66

Story et al (103) have also :Lncluded type 65 and 66 reactions in their
ozonolysis mechanism but: not as a reversible: step 65.
have described the 66 type

r~:~action

included additional decay

st~:~ps

and free radical products

ob~:~erved

Bailey, et al (104)

as a 1, 3-dlpolar cycle-addition and have

for the 'IT-complex to account for the expoxides
in many ozonolysis reactions.

additional steps in the presc:mt case would be as follows.

67

These

87

CH 2 CH 2 •0) (7T) 1:.. CH 2 CH 2 0 3 (free radical zwitterion)

l_~

68

radical chain carrier

Carles and Fliszar (105), on the other hand, proposed two parallel paths to
the }rimary ozonide formation, namely, the direct path reaction 59 and the
seqlli:mtial reactions 65 and 66 in which the complex could be either a

7T-

or

a a-complex.
A common feature in all these proposed mechanisms is that the precursor
of the primary o.zonide is the TI-complex.

Although such a 'IT-complex was not

observed in the case of ethylene, the low temperature studies (88) revealed
their presence in all other olefin and ozone reaction systems and in tolueneozone~

systems as well.

It appears very probable that the negative results

with ethylene were riot due to the real absence of such a complex but to

~he

temperature limitation in the low-temperature cell used in the experiments.
Thus, on the basis of the results from other olefins, one may conclude that
reaction 65 is correct and that the complex must be a charge-transfer type
TI-cornplex.

However, in no instance were the TI-complexes of other simple

olefins observed to give the primary ozonides.
reversibly to the original olefin and ozone.

Instead, they decomposed
Hence, reaction 66 did not

appear to occur in the condensed phases and the formation of the primary
ozonide was by the direct reaction 59.

Also, the products observed in these

condensed phase reactions indicated that reactions 67 and 68 were not important.
In swnmary, the ozonolysis of ethylene in the liquid and solid phases can be
descr:~bed

adequat,ely by the mechanism consisting of reactions 59 through 62

and rE!ac tion 65 •
The mechani.sm for the gas phase ozonolysis of ethylene, on the other
hand, still remains unclear primarily because of insufficient data and
because of the experimental difficulties in getting such data.

For example,

88

information on even the 1react::ion products is not adequate, and species which
have been identified

exp•~rimemtally

appear to be limited to HCOOH (77),

CH 3 CHO (77), aerosol of unknc1'wn composition (80), and, under low-pressure
chemiluminescent conditions (73), vibrationally excited OH and electronically
excited CH 20 and OH.

However, more data on product analysis are available

for olefine of higher molecular weights, and on. the basis of such results
two mechanisms have been prOI)Osed.

One mechanism, which is still essentially

the Criegee mechanism, sugges1 ts that reactions 59 and 60 occur rapidly and
subsequent reactions initiate!:d particularly by CH200 lead to the observed
products.

Here, the species CH200 may react as a zwitterion (76, 106) .or as

a diradical (73).

For example, the diradical may add to the ethylene and

by a single or multiple steps1 lead to CH20 and the observed rearrangement
product CH 3 CHO.

The zwitted.on may rearrange into HCOOH or react with

oxygen (106) to produce hydroxyl and performate free radicals, both of which
can initiate other free Jcadic:al reactions.
The second mechanism is that due to O'Neal and Blumstein (97), and it
was proposed principally to account for the energy requirements in chemiluminescent reactions and for the products such as a-diketones which are
difficult to explain by the C::riegee mechanism.

These authors suggested

that the primary ozonide formed in reaction 57 is in equilibrium with an
opened-ring diradical species1 which for ethylene would be as follows
CH2CH2000

t

•OCH2CH200•

69

The diradical may then d:lssoc::iate to give the normal Criegee products of
reaction 60 or it may undergc:1 an intramolecular a-hydrogen abstraction
reaction to give an a-keto hydroperoxide.
•OCH2CH200• -+ C::H200

+ CH20

-+ OCHCH200H

70a
70b

89
The hydroperoxide may decompose into the normal ozonolysis products, HCOOH
and CH 20, into water and glyoxal (a-dike tone), or produce an
an oxy-free radi.cal,
reactions

70a

and

radical and

0 'Neal and Blumstein also estimated the energetics of
70b

and concluded that for ethylene and propylene the

diradical should decay mainly by step

70a

while for 1-butene and other

oleftns with greater internal degrees of freedom reaction
domi :1ate.

on

70b

should

Consequently, secondary ozonides should not be the major products

from the latter ozonolysis reactions particularly at higher total pressures.
The 1ow temperature infrared studies (88), on the other hand, revealed that
not only

ethylem~

and propylene but 2-butenes also gave secondary ozonides.

Although O'Neal .and Blumstein suggested that reaction

63 may be the source

of any unexpected secondary ozonides, the isotopic studies by Kuczkowski and
coworkers (85-87) appear to rule out this possibility.

It seems that the

estimates of energetics of these ozonolysis reactions may not be completely
valic. or additional modifications of the reaction mechanism may be necessary.
A further shortcoming of the 0 'Neal-Blums tein mechanism is that internal
B-hydrogen abstraction by the diradical was suggested to explain the chemiluminescence of 0 3 -olefin reactions.
no B-hydrogen.

Of course in the C2H'+ system there is

Finlayson et al (73) modified the O'Neal-Blumstein mechanism

to suggest that electronically excited CH 20 was produced by a-hydrogen
abstraction

o·

I
HC--CH2

I

H,,

I

',o

+

HCOOH + CH20*

71

/0

but this route seems unlikely from both energetic and steric considerations.
The e:cperimental ·evidence clearly requires the presence of free H atoms, and
Finlayson et al (73) suggested two routes both of which are variations of

90

sequential H atom splitting from the zwitterion
H2COO

+

HCOOH*

+

H + HCOO -~ H + C02

72

Again, these routes seem unlikely to us, and we prefer hydrogen abstraction
by the single 0 atom in the d.iradical
0---H
I I
H2C-CH

·+

I

H2 COH + HCOO

+

H + C0 2

73

.o.-o
The proposed routes for electronically excited OH production were (73)
0 + H .,. OH*
0 + HCOf

·+

OH*

+ CO

However, at this time the proposed routes to chemiluminescence must all be
considered to be speculative.
Until very recently (83, 73) the only investigation that indicated that
the second order kinetics of the gas phase ethylene ozonolysis was different
in the absence and presence of Oz was by Wei and Cvetanovic (78).

Herron

and Huie (83) noted instead that the experimEmtal results were nonreproducible
and much larger second order rate constants w·ere obtained when the reaction
was carried out in argon buffer gas.

However, with added 02, rate constants

which agreed with earlier lit1:rature values (in the presence of 0 2) were
obtained.

In the case of propylene, Herron and Huie showed that the second

order rate constant decreased by a factor of almost two as the 02 pressure
was increased to about one To:rr and thereafter remained constant on further
increase in 02.

This limiting rate constant was found to agree closely with

those reported by earlier inv1:s tigators (See Table IX). On the basis of these
results and those reported by other investigators, Herron and Huie proposed
a schematic free radical mechanism for the ozonolysis reaction.
03 + C2H'+
p*

+

P*

74

+

Q +· R +

75

91
P* + M -+ P + M

76

0 3 + (Q + R + . . . ) -+products

77

02 + (Q + R +

78

•)

-+

products

Here, P* was reported to be an adduc+:: which is not necessarily formed initially but could be formed by a subsequent rearrangement.
f.2_E.!t_:

A simple mechanism involving an ozone-olefin adduct was

prJposed by Heicklen (1, 68) to account for the limited experimental data
available for this ozonolysis reaction.
C2F4 + 03

t

C2F403

79

03

C2F403 + C2F4 -+ 4CF20 + 02

80

The nature of the initial adduct in reaction
reaction

80

~vas

79

was not specified but

proposed originally (68) to be composite and to involve

intermediates such as CF2, (CF20)2, and C2F40.

Later (1), reaction

80

was represented by the following sequence of steps.

81
82
83

Whichever multiple steps reaction
sulting from reactions

79

and

80

80

may involve, the rate equation reis

XVII
Comparison with the experimental rate equation gave k 79 = 300 tl,- 1 sec- 1 ,

thiB rate equation did not account for the observation that the rate became
indE!pendent of [0 3 ] or actually decreased at high ozone pressures.
Gozzo and Camaggi (91) included additional steps to the Criegee
mechanism to explain the observed solution phase reaction products:

CF20,

92

,------,

the epoxide CFzCF20, cyclo-C ~F6, and traces of secondary ozonide.

+ Os

CzF~t

-+

[CzF'I03]

+

84

CFzO + CFzOO

r·

CF 200 + CzF,, _,.. CFzCF20 + CFzO

85

2CF 2 00

-+

2CFzO + Oz

86

CFzOO

+

CFz + 02

87

c-C3F6

88

CFz +

CzF~. -+

However, these investigators also observed only CF 2 0 in the gas phase
reaction, so the gas phase mechanism evidently consists of just reactions 84
and

86.

Hence, the rate R{CFzO} will be first order in each reactant, a

result in accord with Heicklen's (1, 68) high pressure limit.

The reaction

in the solution phase gave CF 2 0 and CF 2CF 2 c) as the major products, so in this
case Gozzo and Camaggi considered only steps 84, 85, and 86,

A steady-

state approximation for CFzOO gives
d[CF 2 0]

2 +

d[CFzCFzO]

CzC14:

On the basis of

2k 8 '+ k 8 6 [ 0 3 ]

XVIII

k~ s [CzF'+]

kin,~ tic

data from all the chloroethylenes

studied in CCL1 solutions, Hilliamson and Cvetanovic (69) proposed the following general mechanism for the ozonolysis of these olefins RR'.
RR' + 03

-7

product I

89

+ .0 3

:.

RR I • 0 3

90

RR' •0 3

+

p:icoduct II

91

RR'

Here, reaction

89

was described as a one-·step process giving product I

which does not return to

th1:~

reactants.

The complex formed in reaction 90

may return to the reactants with no geometric isomerization or it may decompose irreversibly. according to reaction 91..

In these reactions the products

I and II are some intermediates of the reaetion and not necessarily the final
products.

With this mechanism, the observed second order rate constant was

93

related to the elementary constants as follows:

k

= k 89 + (k 90 k 91 /k_ 9 q)/(l + k 9 Q/k- 90 )

exp

XIX

Alth,Jugh the experimental data were too limited to determine the relative
impo:rtanc.e of the one and two-step terms in equation XIX, Williamson and
Cvetanovic suggested the possibility that reaction
primary ozonide 1;yhile reactions
tran~:fer

90

and

91

89

may; lead. tq 1;:he

may correspond to th_e: oxygen

process observed, for examle, in the ozonolysis of ethylene where

CH 3 CHO was produced.

We have already quoted the second order rate constants

ob ta1ned by Will:lamson and Cvetanovic during the review of each: haloethylene,
but these constants are summarized together in Table XII,.
A more elaborate mechanism was necessary to interpret the
results obtained by Mathias
shown below,

gave~

et al (5).

g&~·.ph~se

The initial step in this mechanism,

the diradical Criegee product CC1 200 which propagated a

chain reaction.

+ 03

+

CCl20 + CC12 .oq.

CC1 2 00 + 03

+

CCl20 + 20z

93

-+

CCl:2002•C2Cl"

94

CCl200•C2Cl~·03

95a

CC1 2 00 + C2Cl"O + Oz

95b

C2Cl~,

CClzOO

+ C2 CL.

CCl200•CzCl 4 + Os +
+
CCl200•CzCl~;•0

.92

,,;j·

3 + C2Cl~, + CCl200 + 2CC120 + CzC1 4 0

In thj.s mechanism, CzC1 4 0 formed in steps

95b

and

96
96

represented both

the epoxide bClzCClzO and the rearranged product CCl3CCl(O).

Application of

steady state approximations to the intermediates leads to the following
initi1~ rates, Ri{x}

XX

XXI

94

Table Xlt
Second order rate constants for the reactions of ozone
with haloethylenes in

CCl~

Haloethylenes

solution at 25°C

OC 1 sec- 1 )

kexp

CCl2CCl2

1.0

CHClCCl2

3.6

CH2CCl2

22.1

cis-CHClCHCl

35.7

trans-CHClCHCl
CH2CHCl

a)

From Williamson and Cvetanovic (69).

a

591

1,180

95

For long chains,, only the second term in equation XX is important so that the
Ri{CClzO} should be second order in [CzC1.1 ] and independent of [03].

Experi-

mentally, the olefin order was about 1.8 and no 03 dependence was found.
Also for long chains, Ri{CC120}/Rf{CzC1 4 0} = 2kgsa/kgs = 1.3 so the branching ratio kgsb/kgsa

0.54.

The ozonolysis reaction was inhibited by Oz, and in this case the chain
termination step was suggested to be as follows:
CC1 200•C 2 Cl 4 + 0 2

+

CCl200•C 2 Cl 4 •0 2

97

CC1 2 00•C 2Cl 4 •0 2 + C2Cl 4

+

3CClzO + C2Cl'+O

98

The rate law for high pressures of oxygen then becomes
Ri{CClzO}

= 4kgz[03][C2Clttl

XXII

wher•~ the upper limit of k 92 was estimated to be 1.2 x 10-2 M- 1 s~c- 1 •

This second order rate constant is two orders of magnitude smaller than
that obtained by Williamson and Cvetanovic for reaction
tion.

92

in CC1 4 solu-

Since the average value of kgzkg 4 /k 95 from the nitrogen buffered gas-

phase reaction was 0.131:!- 1 sec- 1 , the lower limit of the ratio kg~t/kg3
becones about 10.
CH 2 CC1 2 :

The experimental data for the gas phase ozonolysis of

CH 2 CC1 2 were more extensive, and Hull et al (70) proposed the following
chain mechanism:
+

CH 2 0 + CC1 200

99a

+

CHzOO + CCl20

99b

CCl200 + 03

+

CC1 2 0 + 20z

93

CCl200 + CH2CCl2

+

CCl200•CH2CCl2

100

C:Clz00•CH 2 CC1 2 + 03

+

CClzOO•CH 2 CClz•0 3

J,Ola

+

CClzOO + CC1 2 0 + HCOOH

lOlb

+

CClzOO•CH 2 CClz•0 2

102a

CH2CCl2 + 03

CClzOO•CH2CClz + Oz

96

102b
103
104
105
106
The Criegee dissociatio·n of the initial ozone-olefin adduct can occur
in two ways, but on the basis of the reaction products, the stoichiometry,
and the dependence of thE! rates on oxygen, Hull et al proposed that reaction
99a

was the dominant primary step.

Following this step, the propagation of
101~

the chain reaction is mafntained by CC1 200 through reactions 100,
105,

and 106.

Reacti.on

CH20 among the products.
106

104 was included to account for the absence cf

The product CH2CCl20 in steps 103,

105, and

was considered to be vibrationally exc:lted and to be the source of the

rearranged acid chloride CH 2C1CC1(0) and the products HCl and CO.

In the

absence of 02 and for long chains, if k 103 << k 1 od03] the above mechanism
gives

+

kgga[QH2CC:l2.][03](k:13[03] + kJoo[CH2CCl2])
ks3(03] + k1ooklo3[CH~CCl2]/klol[03]

At high CH2CCl2 but low 0 3

pn~ssures,

equation

XXIII

XXIII

reduces to

while at high 0 3 but low CH 2CC1 2 pressures it becomes
XXV
since under all the experimental conditions k 93 [0 3 ] «

k 1 oo[CH 2CC12].

The latter rate equation was proposed as the reason for the faster
rates observed initially in both N2 and 0 2 buffered reactions (See Figures
1 and 2 in Reference 70).
mechanism gives:

For all pressure c:onditions, moreover, the

97

XXVI
and

XXVII

the predicted rates are

XXVIII
and the

consun~tion

ratio of the reactants becomes

XXIX
Co~arison

of.the derived rate equations and various ratios of the rates

with those determined experimentally permitted Hull et al to evaluate the
el,~mentary

rate constants given in Table XIII. In the study of Williamson

and Cvetanovic (69), the olefin concentrations, which were always in excess
over the ozone concentration in the CCl'+ solutions, were equivalent to 2 to
92 Torr range, and thus similar to the pressure range used by Hull et al in
N2 buffered ga:s phase studies.

Therefore, if the rate observed by Williamson

and Cvetanovic corresponds to that of reaction

99a, . then this reaction is

20 times faster in CCL. solution than in the N2 buffered gas phase.
CHC:lCHCl:

The unusual changes in reaction order with pressure,

the isomerization of the reactant, and the inhibition of the rate by 0 2
suggested to Blume et al (71)

that the mechanism of the ozonolysis of cis

or trans-dichloroethylene (DCE) was a very complex chain reaction.

The

sirrplest mechanism which accounted for the observed results except the
isomerization v;ras proposed to be as follows:
+

+ Os

+

R203

107

R203 + R2

t

R~t03

108

+ 03

+

2RO + 2R02

109

R02 + R2

t

R302

110

R2

R~tOs

98

Table XIII
Elementa~r

rate constants in the mechanism of

ozonolys::ls of 1,1-dichloroethylene at 25°Ca

Rate Constant

Value~

kggak10 dk1o 3

2.4

k10 ta/ku 1

0.6

None

klO 1b/k10 1

0.4

None

kg ,k 1 0 1 /kg ,k 10 3

'Vl.9

)C

lC

Units

10 6

10 5

,tl- 2 sec- 1

M-1

kgga

1.1

M- 1sec- 1

k102a/k1 02b

4

None

k10 dk1o 3

2.1

a)

From Hull et al (68).

X

10 6

M-l

;99

R302 + 03 + R30s

R2, 03
+

4RO + R02i + 02

llla

I
3RO + 02 i
\

+

R302 + 02 + R304

03

+

3RO + 202·

lllb

\

112

Here, DCE is represented by R2 and R0 2 (t;he Criegee diradical) is the chain
i

ca:rrier.

Reactions

lllb

and

112

are\ the chain termination steps but

wh:Lchever step is operating the overall stoichiometry becomes the same as
that observed laxperimentally.

Steady state approximations for the various

reaction intermediates allow the derivation of the following rate equations.

XXX

d[RO ]/ dt

=

XXXI

The rate of disappearance of ozone -R{03} or of the olefin -R{R2} is
given by one-ha.lf the right-hand side of equation XXXI, and the expression
enclosed in braces provides the 0 2 dependence of the rate.

With no 02,

thi:; expression reduces to {4 + 4(k 111 a/k 111 b)} while with excess 02 it
becomes simply {4}.

The R{109} coefficient in equation XXXI, on the other

hand, reduces to different expressions depending on the pressures of the
reactants.

For low R2 and 0 3 pressures

R{l09}
so the reaction rate becomes fourth order overall.

XXXII
If [R2] is high, then

Finally, when [03] is high, the R{l09} term reduces to
XXXIV
The three rate laws XXXII-XXXIV correspond to the three limiting cases
observed eXperimentally.

100
By a computer fit of all the data, the pertinent ratios of rate coefficients for the mechanism consisting of reactions 107-112 were obtained, and
they are summarized in Table XIV. If the second order rate constants determined from the

CCl~t

solution by Williamson. and Cvetanovic (69) were the same

as kto7, then the gas

phasE:~

constants for cis and trans-DCE are, respectively,

about 0.62 and 0.25 of thoe:1e in CCl'+ solution.

In CCllf solution, the trans

isomer reacted 17 times fae:1ter than did the cis-DCE while in the gas phase
the trans isomer reacted only 6. 7 times faster i.n the second order limit.
In comparison to these differences, Carles and Fliszar (105) found that the
ozonolysis of trans-2-pentEme was just 1.5 times faster than the cis-isomer
reaction in

CCl~t

solution at 0°C.

The mechanism proposed here also provides possible channels for the
isomerization of the DCE which was observed during the ozonolysis reaction.
If the products of reactions 107, 108, and/or 109 are noncyclic with loss of
carbon-carbon double bond c:haracter, then their decompositions to the reactants
will give an isomer differemt from the initial reactants.

Unfortunately, the

ozonolysis rates of cis and trans-DCE were too similar in.the gas phase and
the experimental data were not sufficient to make any quantitative deductions
concerning this isomerizati.on reaction.

However it appears that channels

-107, -108, and -110 are not sufficient to explain the isomerization results,
and other channels are needed.
Discussion
Although the available information, both experimental and mechanistic,
on each haloethylene review·ed here is not sufficient to derive a complete
general mechanism for the ozonolysis of si:mple olefins, two significant
characteristics of such reactions emerge when the entire data are examined
together.

First, many of these ozonolysis reactions are inhibited by mole-

cular oxygen.

Such inhibitions have been observed in the ozonolysis of

101

Table XIV
Elementary rate constants in the mechanism of
o

.a

ozonolysis of 1,2-dichloroethylene at 23 C

-

Rate Constant

cis-Isomer

trans-Isomer

k.l 0 7

22

148

k 1 o a/k-u1 1

4.6

X

101+

4.6

X

101+

M-1

k 10 9 /k_ 1(1 7

3.2

X

101+

3.2

X

lOit

trl

k111a/k1l. lb

3.0

1.0

None

kll2iklll.

'V2

'V2

None

a)

From Blume et al (11).

Units
}1 1 sec- 1

102
C 2 Cl~(5),

CH2CCl2(70), cis and trans-CHC1CHC1(71), and CH2CHC1(94).

inhibition has been reported now even for CH 2CH2(73,83).

This

Oxygen inhibition

was not: reported in the ozonolysis of C2F,+ (68), but in this case the oxygen
is a reaction product and the [0 3 ]o > [C 2J!\] condition used in the gas phase
study would have made it d:ifficult to
02 was not added deliberat·1aly.
be a general

characteristi~::

obsE~rve

this inhibition, since molecular

Thus, it appears that oxygen inhibition may

of the haloethylene ozonolysis reactions, and it

may be so even in the ozonolysis of other simple olefins.

The mechanisms

of these reactions, therefore, presumably is a free radical type each involving a biradical species.
The second significant characteristic: of the ozonolysis reactions reviewed
here concerns the origin of the biradical species which caused the oxygen inhibition described above.

In the low temperature infrared study of the

ozonolysis of CH 2CH2(88), both the primary and secondary ozonides were detected.
Thus, the reaction in this case may be considered to proceed by the Criegee
type mechanism where the primary ozonide is the source of the biradical
species.

The infrared study of the low-temperature ozonolysis of CH2CCl 2

and CHC1CHC1(92), on the other hand, showed n.o formation of primary ozonides
even though the reactions "'·ere taking place as evidenced by the appearance
of the infrared bands of phosgene and formyl chloride, respectively.

The

sburce of the biradicals for these reactions m1J5t, therefore, be other than
the primary ozonides.

In the case of the low-temperature ozonolysis of

CH 2 CHC1(92), the formation of both formyl chloride and the primary ozonide
was observed in a temperature range where the decomposition rate of the latter
was negligible.

Thus, two independent reaction paths appear to be available

here, one involving the primary ozonide and the other channel by-passing this
intermediate.

These spectroscopic observations indicate, in fact, that the

parallel path reaction mechanism proposed by Williamson and Cvetanovic (69)
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consisting of reaction steps 89-91 may ?e correct in principle and,
furthermore, it can now be modified to be consistent with the experimental
<)bservations.
For a general olefin RR' the Criegee path of
given by reactions
~;riegee

113

and

Reaction

114.

bi~adical

113

formation is

is irreversible and

Path
RR 1 + 03 ~ ~R'OOO
l~R'OOO

lfR 1 000

113

~

R02 + R1 0

114a

~

R to2. + RO

114b

~

Other products

115

leads to the primary ozonide which provides the biraMcal R02 and R'0 2 , in
case of an unsymmetrical olefin.
poses to

othE~r

In addition the trioxolane opens and decom-

mono free-radical and molecular products as proposed by 0 'Neal

and Blumstein (97),

The second reaction channel, which we shall call the

'IT-complex path of biradical formation, is based primarily on the requirements
provided by the kinetic study of cis and trans-CHClCHCl.

This scheme consists

n-Co!!!J? lex Pa t:h
RR' + 03 :/: RR'03
RR 1 03 + RR'

t

R2R2. 1 03

108'

R2R2 1 03 + 03

~

2R 1 0 + 2R02

109a'

~

2RO + 2R 1 02.

109b'
and

108 1

followed by an irreversible

The products of reaction

107'

may be the n-complexes which have

o:: two reversible react:ions
s1:ep

107'

109'.

107'

observed with many olefins at low temperatures (88,92).

been

According

to the low te:mperature studies with cis- or trans-CHClCHCl, the reverse of
rHaetian
108'

107'

does not involve an isomerization but the reverse of reaction

may (92).

Both the TI-complex· and Criegee paths may be. important in

the ozonolysb of CH 2CHC1, but for the other chloroethylenes only the
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TI-complex appears necessary to account·for the experimental observations.
Thus we see that the 0 3 reactions proceed primarily by different paths
for different ethylenes, similar to the observation for 0-atom reactions.
Earlier in this review we showed that therE! are three classes of 0-atom
reactions, one for C2H11 and CH2CHCl, one for the fluoroethylenes except
CF2CCl2, and one for the other chloroethylemes including CF2CCl2.
Likewise we find here that C2 H'+, CH 2CHC1 (and the higher unhalogenated
olefins) form molozonides which decompose by the Criegee mechanism to give a
rate law first-order in both olefin and 0 3 over the entire pressure range.
On the other hand, the

high•:~r

chloroethylenes do not form molozonides and

react with 0 3 by a complex rate law which devj.ates from second order (first
order in each reactant) at low reactant pressures, indicating reversibility
of the initial reaction step.

Furthermore CHClCHCl undergoes geometrical

isomerization, whereas the :?.-butenes do not.
It is not clear from the data whether C2F'+ ozonolysis fits into one of
these reaction
on C2F'+.

cla~ses

or proceeds by a third scheme, as in 0-a.tom attack

No deviation was observed in the second-order rate law over the

range studied, but, by analogy with C4 F 6 -2 which did show the deviation,
Heicklen (68) interpreted h:Ls data in terms of a changing rate law.

However

Heicklen believed that no CF202 diradicals were present because no CF2CF26
was observed as a product in the room-tempe:rature gas-phase ozonolysis, yet
CF2CF20 was a product when CF20 2 was
(46,67).

produced in the C2F 4 -02-0 system

If Heick.len's infE:!rence is correct then the ozonolysis of C2.F 4

must be different than that for either the olefins or the chloroethylenes.
One note of caution in this inference is that CF200 may exist as either a
triplet or singlet spec.ies, which may react differently.

Thus the triplet

CF 200 (presumably produced in the 0-0 2-C 2F 4 system) might lead to CF2CF20,
whereas the singlet CF200 (as expected in the 03-C2F4 system) might not
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lead to CF 2CF 20.

However if CF200 is not produced the TI-complex mechanism

might still ,explain the .results by adding the reaction
109c'
Once

th•~

diradical R02 (or R 1 0 2 ) is produced, it can participate in a

c:hain process, an example of which is given by reaction 110' through 119.
£:hain Propagation and Termination
R02 + RR 1

~

R2R 1 02

110 1

RO:t + 03

~

RO + 202

116

R2R'02

~

RO + RR'O

117

~

R2R 1 0s

llla'

~

2RO + R'O + 02

11lb'

R2R 1 0~:

R2R'Os

+ 03

+ RR'

R3R2 'Os + 03

~ R3R2'0s

118a

~

RR 1 0 + RO + R'O + R02

118b

~

2RO + 2R 1 0 + 02 + R02

119

Hare, RO and R'O are the carbonyl products while RR'O may be an epoxide or
a rearranged product such as an acid chloride.

The biradical chain carrier

iB R0 2 but the oxygen inhibition of the rate is represented by reactions 112' ,
1;~0,

and 121.

Oxygen

Inhibi~

112'
120
121
For the ehloroethylenes the mechanism consisting of reactions 107',

1C'8' , 109a' , JL09b' , 110' , 116, 117, 111a' , lllb' , and 112' leads to the
generalized rate law
-d[RR'] -· ( 2ak lP 2 1 k 10 a '[ o s ][ RR ' ] 2 )
dt
k_ 1 o 2 '+ k 1 o a 1 a [ RR 1 ]

(

1

+ k 11 a1 [ RR ' J

Sk 1 1 o ' [ RR 1 ]

+

)
k 1 1 s [ o2 ]

XXXV
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except for stoichiometric factors which de!pend on the fates of R2 R'0 5
(reactions 118 and 119) and RzR' 0 4
the quantities

(

reac t:i.ons 120 and 121) •

In eqn. XXXV~

a and S are defined by

a- (kl09a 1 + klo9btHOs]/(k_laa' + (kusa 1 + kiQgb 1 )[03])
1- S-

k111at[03]/(klllt[03]

The rate law, eqn.. XXXV,

+ kllz•[Oz] + k117)

jl.s adequate to give. calculated rate equations which

are consistent with the experimental equations.

For example, the gas phase

ozonolysis of C2F 4 can be lnterpreted on the basis of the n-complex path.
Since the reaction products were Oz and CFzO, reaction 109c' can replace
reactions 109a' and 109b 1 to obtain for the rate of formation of CF20
1
R{CF 2 0} = 4klQ7 1 kJ...O.J..~..l.03](CzF~t]
k-101 + kloa•[CzF~tl

2

which is independent of oxygen pressure.

XXXVI

In the case of CzCl'+, the assump-

tion of long chains with k111 and k11Ib' considered small compared to k 11 1 a',
the rate laws in the absence of 02 become
XXXVII

XXXVIII
where CzCL,O includes both C:ClzCClzO and CC1 3 CC1(0), and in the presence

XXXIX
Similarly, a long-·chain proeess for the ozonolysis of CHClCHCl gives
-d[03]/dt = -d[CHClCHCl]/dt = d[HCC10]/2dt ==

XL

where in

eqn. XL

reaction 109c 1 is assumed to be negligible.
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For the unsymmetrical olefin CH 2CC1 2 the chain carrier was deduced to be
CCl200 rather than CH200,
thE~

product of

Furthermore, no formaldehyde was observed as a

ozonolysis, so reaction 122

R'O + 0 3

+

HCOOH (or CO+ H20) + 02

mt:st be included in the general mechanism,

ma tions on
long chains

the~

le~ad

to the following rate equations,

k11Z + k112 1 (02)

.2_D~Cl20J

dt

The use of steady state approxi-

various intermediates including R 1 0 and the assumption of

= 2k1gz 1 [CH2CCl2][03)
.::§.[CH2CCl2]
dt

122

= 2k1ozt[CH2CCl2)[0g)

XLI

k11z + k112t[02J

XLII

_ 2k1Qz 1 [CH2CCl2][03]
-kll7+k112 1 [02]

XLIII
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II.

OXIDATION OF CHLOROMETHAJ.'mS
EXPERIMENTAL

Mixtures of perhalomethane with 02 or 0 3 or both were irradiated in
a cylindrical quartz reaction cell 10 em long and 5 em in diameter.

The

cell was attached to a conve.ntional Hg-free glass vacuum line equipped
with Teflon stopcocks with Viton "O" rings.

Extra dry grade 02 from

the Matheson Co. was used without further purification.

The 0 3 was

prepared from a Tesla coil discharge through 02 and was distilled at
87°K before use.

The

CCI~

was "Baker Analy:1:ed" reagent and was purified

by distillation from a trap maintained at 2:10° to one at 177°K.

The

CFCl3, CF2Cl2, CF3Cl, N20, and C02 were obtained from the Matheson Co.
and were purified by degassing at 77°K.

In few experiments the CF 2Cl 2

was purified by distillation from a trap maintained at 87°K to one at
153°K.

The perhalometha.ne pressure was measured with an

H 2 SO~

manometer,

and the 02, C02, and N20 pressures were measured with an alphatron
gauge calibrated against an

H 2 SO~

manometer.

The 0 3 pressure was

measured spectrophotometrically at 253.7 nm and could be monitored
continuously.
The 213.9 nm radiation for the photolysis of the perhalomethanes
was provided by a Phillips (93109E) low-pressure zinc resonance lamp.
For the 0( 1 D)-atom study, the 253.7 nm radiation was obtained from a
Hanovia "spiral" low pressure Hg resonance lamp.

The 253.7 nm line was

isolated by passing the radiation through Cl2 gas and a Corning CS 7-54
filter before entering the
For the

CCl~

rr:~action

cell.

system act::Lnometry at both wavelengths was done by

measuring H2 production from HBr photolysis where the quantum yield of
H2 production, <I>{H2}, is 1.0 (107).

For the~ chlorofluoromethanes, the
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actinometry for the photolysis experiments at 213.9 nm was done by
measuring the rate of N2 production from N20 photolysis.
system ~{N2} = 1.41 (108).

For this

The actinometry at 2S3.7 nm was done by

either measuring the 0 3 removal in pure 0 3 [-~{0 3 }

= s.s

(109)], or by

measuring ~{N2} in the photolysis of 0 3 in the presence of excess N20.
For the latter system ~{N2}

= 0.46

for thermally equilibrated 0( 1 D)

atoms and ~{Nd = 0.41 for 0 en) atoms possessing excess translational
energy (108).
Analysis for COC1 2 was performed mainly by gas chromatography and
in a few experiments by infrared analysis.

Chromatography was done with

a stainless steel column 10' x 1/4" containing 10% silicone oil (SP2100)
on 80/100 mesh Supelcoport (Supelco Inc., Bellefonte, Pa.).

Analysis

for Cl2 was made in the photolysis experiments by chromatography in
the same column. as for COCl2 and by ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy
in .a Cary 14 spectrometer.

For the 0 ( 1 D) experiments the analysis for

Cl 2 was made with a dual beam spectrophotometer (110) at 366.0 nm in
ord1~r

to obtain greater sensitivity.

It was assumed that the increase

in absorption at 366.0 nm was due entirely to Cl2.

For CO analysis the

0

col11mn used was 10' x 1/4" containing SA molecular sieves. For C2Cls
analysis a flame ionization chromatograph was used equipped with a
10' x 1/ 4" column containing 3% SE 30 on Supelcoport.
Analysis for CFClO and CF20 was made with a thermal conductivity
gas chromatograph equipped with a copper column (10' x 1/4") containing
sil:Lca gel.

On this column the CFClO and CF 20 are quantitatively con-

verted to C02, (2), and it is actually the yield of C02 that is measured.
0

For N2 analysis the column used was a 20' x 1/4" column containing SA
molE~cular

sieve:;.

Analysis for Cl 2 was made by UV absorption with a

Cary 14 spectroJPhotometer.
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For the chlorine ....atom initiated oxidations the experimental procedure was exactly the same as that described for the chloroethylenes.
The CH2Cl 2 was Eastman Kodak. Spectra ACS grade, and the fraction volatile
at -80° but condensable at ··-130° was used.

The CHsCl was from the

Matheson Co. and the fraction volatile at -·80° but condensable at -196°
was used.
PHOTOOXIDATION OF THE PERHALOMETHANES
CCl~:

Photolysis of

When CC1 4 is photolyzed at 25°C with 213.9 nm radiation in either
the presence of 0 2 or 0 3 the products are C:Cl20, Cl2, and an unidentified
compound (111).

At low total pressure, <I>{cci 2 o} = 2.0, but this value

drops to 1.0 for [CC1 4 ]
in Fig. 14.

'V

50 Torr and [02 J or [N2] = 700 Torr as shown

~{Cl2} is reasonably invariant to pressure at 'V 1.3-1.4.

The results are interpreted in terms of an excited molecule mechanism
which proceeds entirely by

*~

CC1 4

CCl2

+ Cl2

123

at low pressures, with singlet CCl2 being produced.

·

At higher pressures

CCL.* is quenched and CCl2 production is inhibited, though it may be
(and probably is) replaced by production of CCls

+ Cl.

At low pressures the photolysis data for CC1 4 in the presence of
02 are consistent with the scheme:
CCl4 + hv (213.9 nm) + C::Cl2 + Cl2
CCl2 +

CCl~t

CCl3 + 02

~

123
124

2CC1 3

125

+ C::Cl302

ZCCl302

+ C::Cl30

+ 02

126

CCl30

+ C::Cl20

+ Cl

127

Cl

+

(l/2)Cl2

128

111

3.0,........--.--__,..----.---....,....--..,..----r-------.

,....,._
N
(.)

0

0

~

e

••

cb~---,o~o~~--2o~o~--3~oo----4~o-o--~5~o~o--~s~o~o--~7~oo
[0 2 ] or [N2], torr
Figur1~ 14:

Plot of 4>{COCld vs [N2l or [02] for CCl'+ photolysis at 213.9 nm
in the presence of 02 or 0 3 at 25°C. 0 [CCl~] ~ 10 Torr in the
presence of 02, ~ [CCl~] ~ 10 Torr in the presence of 03,
I [CCl'+] ~50 Torr in the presence of 02, A [CCl~] ~50 Torr
in the presence of 0 3 • All analyses by gas chromatography.
From Jayanty et al (111).
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In the presence of 03 reac ti.ons 125, 126 9 and 128 must be replaced by:
CCl3 + 03

-+

CCl30 + 02

Cl + 03

-+

ClO + 02

10

2Cl0

-+

2Cl + Oz

130a

2Cl0

-+

Cl2 + 02

130b

129

Primary process 123 followed by reaction 124 is suggested because
the photolysis at low pressures leads to 2 molecules of phosgene per
photon absorbed and therefor,e 2 molecules of CC1 4 must be removed per
photon.

The only fragme.nt which could decompose a second molecule of

CC1 4 appears to be CCl2.

Cl, CCl3 or any of the oxygenated radicals

are unlikely to react with CC1 4

•

The CCl2 produced would be expected to be in a singlet state, from
spin conservation rules.

This is supported by the fact that the CC1 2

fragment does not react with 02.
to produce CO (36)

~

Triplet CCl2 reacts readily with 02

but no CO was found in this system.

The fate of CCl3 in the presence of 02 is given by reactions 125127 as first suggested by Huybrechts et al (13) and confirmed by Mathias
et al (5).

The quantum yield of phosgene in the presence of 0 3 is the

same as in the presence of

0;~;

consequently the reactions of CC1 3 with

0 2 and 03 must ultimately lead to a common precursor of COC1 2 •

Therefore

reaction 129 must be the principle reaction between CC1 3 and 0 3 •

In the

presence of 0 3 the Cl a toms 'dll be removed by reaction 10, (k 1 0 = 2 x 10- 11
cm 3/sec) (112).

The ClO radicals produced i.n reaction 10 will be

removed by reactions 130a or 130b, depending upon the total pressure.
The bimolecular reaction of ClO radicals at low pressures (.:::_ 8 Torr argon)
is known to proceed exclusivE:!ly by reaction 130a (113).

At higher pressures

( 2: 70 Torr argon) reaction 130b is the exclusive reaction (114, 115).

113

In the present experiments reaction 130a could occur at the lowest
pressures used (rv 10 Torr

CCl~t),

though for experiments for which

rv 50 Torr reaction 130a is negligible.

CCl~t

The reaction
14

can be

neglecte~d

because it is slow.

At higher total pressures

~{COC1 2 }

declines and reaches a value of

about 1.0 at 600-700 Torr N2 or 0 2 and rv 50 Torr
sho,,;rn graphically in Figure 14.

CCl~t•

The data is

A readily apparent explanation of this

pre:;sure effect, which is consistent with all the data, is the participat:lon of a relatively long-lived excited state of

CCl~t.

Thus the

following paths are possible:
CCl~t

+

hv -+ CCl~t*

CCl4* + M-+ CCl~t
.

.

or
CCl~t*

+ M-+ CCl4**

CCl~t* -+ CCl2

+ Cl2

CCl~t** -+ CCl3

+ Cl

where * and ** are excited states of CCl~t and these could be different
electronic state!s, or the same electronic state with different vibrational
energies.
The difficulty of postulating a long lived excited state for

CCl~t

is that spectral studies of other halomethanes suggest that the broad
band observed from about 160-250 nm can be attributed to a n-cr* transition which is not likely to .ead to a stable excited state (116, 117).
However, the fact that the primary process appears to be molecular Cl2
elimlnation implies that the transition does not lead to a simple repulsive potential curve along the C-Cl bond reaction coordinate, but must
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involve considerable electronic rearrangemt:mt,
The most reasonable explanation of

pressure effect would be:

the~

but a careful search for C2Cls production was negative.

The failure to

stabilize C2Cls (providing :tt is formed) even at 1 atm. 02. or N2. is
not impossible since the A :factor for C2Cl 6 decomposition is very large
(10 1 7 • 7 sec- 1 ) (118),

Furthermore primary process 1 is exothermic by

"' 50 kcal/It<ol:: at 213.9 nm, and the CC1 2 may be produced with excess

energy.
In the mechanism, we have neglected the reaction of CC1 2 with 02.
at high 02. pressures, because addition of 0 2 has the same effect as the
addition of N2.

Consequently the reaction of CCl2 with 0 2 cannot compete
10-" 13 cm 3 /sec, and CCl2

with reaction 124; the rate coefficient is <
cannot be in its triplet state.

The first of the excited-state mechanisms predicts that <I>{COCld =
~{Cl2}

goes from 2

+

0 as [M] goes from 0

mechanism predicts that <I>{COC12}
from 0

+ oo,

=

~-

00•

'

whereas the second

<I>{Cl 2 } goes from 2

+

1 as [M] goes

The highest total pressures used were not sufficiently

high to determine if the quantum yields of COC1 2 drop below 1.

Thus

if either of the two mechanisms is operative the present data cannot
distinguish between them.

·However, since at longer wavelengths the

primary process
CC1 4 + hv ('V250 nm)

+

CC1 3 + Cl

123'

becomes dominant, (119, 120) the second mechanism is more attractive,
because it provides for the formation of CC1 3 + Cl within the same
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*

electronic transition;

and

**

now would refer to different vibrational

levels of the same electronic state.
The Cl2 quantum yield is substantially below 2 (1.2 - 1.4) at low
pre~ssures

and is insensitive to total :'ressure, contrary to expectation.

The: reason for this is not known, but stable oxides of chlorine may have
been formed which were not detected.

The previously mentioned product

observed in the U.V. spectrum of the reaction mixture does not correspond
to that of any of the known chlorine oxides.
that in the

pre~sence

of

03

Both mechanisms predict

at low pressures -cl>{0 3 } should be 4 and

decline to either 3 or zero as M +

oo.

The data for 03 is very limited,

but it does show a slight downward trend with increasing pressure.
The present results can be compared to the only other study of
CC1 4 photolysis at shorter wavelengths by Davis et al (120).
studied the photolysis at 253.7, 184.9, 147.0 and 106.7 nm.

This group
In that

study, using Br 2 scavenging experiments, it was concluded that at 253.7
nm the dominant primary process is
CC1 4 + hv (253.7 nm)

+

CC1 3 + Cl

in agreement with other studies (119).
becomes important with ¢{123}

= 0.6

123'

However at 184.9 nm process 123

and ¢{123 1 }

= 0.4.

From the large

amounts of Br 2 :necessary to scavenge the CC1 2 radicals it was concluded
that reaction 124 is very efficient, though no direct evidence for
reaction 124 was presented.

C2Cl 6 formation via reaction 124 was

suggested but its presence was not determined.
The present results show that ¢{123}
sure~s.

These

n~sults

=1

and ¢{123'} rv 0 at low pres-

are- not necessarily in conflict with those of

Davfs et al if an excited state mechanism is operative, according to
which the relative importance of process 123 and 123' could vary with
conc.itions.
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The production of carbene in the photolysis of CCl4 is not unique for
halomethanes.

The phc1tolysis of CH2I2 (121), CF2Br2 and CF2HBr (122)

have been shown to undergo molecular elimi.nation reactions at around
200 nm.
Photolysis of

CFC~

Very few studies of the photolysis of the chlorofluoromethanes
have been reported in the literature.

Marsh and Heicklen (123) studied

the photolysis of CFCls at 213.9 nm in the: presence of NO and 02
scavengers and concluded that chlorine-atom ejection occurred with
a quantum efficiency of 1.0.
In our studies (1.24), the photolysis of CFC1 3 at 213.9 nm and 25°C
in the presence of 02 or

gives CFClO and Cl2 as products with

0::~

<il{CFClO} = 0.90 ± 0.15 and <Hcl 2 } = 0.50 -· 0.63.
-~{0 3 }

In the 0 3 system,

increases from 2.75 at high total pressures to 4.6 at low total

pressures.

These results support the claim of Marsh and Heicklen that

the dominant photochemical process is chlorine atom ejection with a
quantum efficiency nea.:r one.
The photolysis data for CFC1 3 in the presence of 0 2 is consistent
with the mechanism:
CFC1 3 + hv (213.9 nm)

1

+

CFCl2 + Cl

13la

+

CFCl + Cl2

13lb

CFCl2 + 02

+

CFCl202

132

2CFC1202

+

2CFC120 + 02

133

CFCl20

+

CFClO + Cl

134

CFC1 + CFC1 3

+

2CFC12

135

CFC1 + 02

+

Cl + CO + FO

136

2CFC102

+

2CFC10 + 02

137

2Cl

+

Cl2

138

3
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IIJ the presence of 03 reactions 132, 136' and 138 must be replaced by
CFC1 2 + 03

+

CFCl20 + 02

139

CFCl + 03

+

CFClO + 02

140

Cl + 03

+

ClO + 02

10

2Cl0

+

2Cl + Oz

130a

+

Cl:2 + Oz

130b

In the mechanism the formation of F or FCl in the primary process is
no;: considered, since the bond energy of the C-F bond is much greater
than that of the C-Cl bond.

Studies of other halomethanes show that

f01~

the atom elimination process the bond broken is always the weakest

onE~

(125), and for halomethanes containing more than one F atom the

stHble CF 2 radical is produced (117).
if carbene is produced from

CFCl~,

By analogy it seems likely that,

it would be CFCl rather than CCl2.

First let us consider the reactions of CFCl.
1

If the singlet CFCl,

CFC1, is produced, as expected from spin conservation rules, then
1

reaction 135 would be expected by analogy to the
On the other hand, if triplet CFCl,
but not to give: CFClO (9).

3 CFC1,

is produced it reacts with 0 2 ,

Thus the production of

promote CFClO production, whereas production of
CFClO production.

Cl 2-CC1 4 system (111).

3

1

CFC1 would tend to

CFC1 would diminish

It is possible that both spin states are produced,

and their reaction processes just balance.

However as we shall see

the results in the presence of 0 3 are inconsistent with reaction 13lb
bei:J.g an important process.
The reaction of CFCl2 with 0 2 to give CFClO can proceed via the
sequence of reactions 132--134 or via
CFCl2 + 02

+

CFClO + ClO
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We favor the former path by analogy with the reaction of CC1 3 radicals
with 0 2 which has been shown to proceed by a sequence analogous to
reactions 132-134 (5, 13),

In the presence of 0 2 the Cl atoms will

recombine, but in the presenee of 0 3 they w:lll be removed by reaction
10 (k 10 = 2 x 10- 19 cm 3 /sec) (112).

The ClO radicals produced in

reaction 10 will be removed by either reactions 130a or 130b, depending
upon the total pressure,

Th,1~

bimolecular reaction of ClO radicals at

low pressures (< 8 Torr argon) is known to proceed exclusively by
reaction 130a (113),

At higher pressures (_?_ 70 Torr argon) reaction

130b is the exclusive reaction (114, 115),

In the present experiments

reaction 130a could occur at the low CFC1 3 pressures (rv 10 Torr), but
for experiments in which the CFC1 3 pressure is rv 50 Torr it should be
negligible.

The reaction

ClO + 03

-+

Cl +

20:;~

or Cl0 2 + 0 2

can be neglected, because it is slow.
The mechanism in the presence of 03 requires that -¢{03}

=

3 at

high pressures and -¢{0 3} _:::. 3 at low pressures if primary process 13la
is the exclusive reaction path.

On the other hand if reaction 13lb is

the exclusive reaction path, then one of three situations must occur:
1)

all the CFCl reacts with CFC1 3 and -¢{Od ::.. 4, but ¢{CFClO} should

be 2.0,
2)

all the CFCl reacts with 03; ¢{CFC10} and -¢{0 3 }

3)

the CFCl reacts with both CFC1 3 and 0 3 (surely

1

=

1,

CFC1 will react with

both species) and there should be a dependence of -¢{0 3 } and ¢{ CFClO}
on the [CFCl 3 ]/[03] ratio ..
The measured values of -¢{0 3 } range from 2.75 at high CFC1 3
pressures to 4.6 at low CFCl3 pressures, but ¢{CFC10}
under all conditions.

= 0.90 ±

0.15

This clearly indicates that primary process la is
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dominant and that at low total pressure
not negligible.

(~

10 Torr) reaction 130a is

Based on the mechanism the rate law for 0 3 removal is

-<P{03}

=

3 + 2kl3oa/k130b

Sin:e at 10 Torr,-<P{03}

= 4-4.5,

then k 13 oa/k13ab

~

0.5-0.75.

The present conclusion that reaction 13la is the dominant primary
pro,:ess is consistent with the earlier work of Marsh and Heicklen (123)
who observed the formation of CFC1 2NO when CFCl3 was irradiated in the
preBence of NO indicating the formation of CFCl2 radicals in the primary
proeess.
If we igno:t'e reaction 13lb, then the mechanism requires that
<P{CI'ClO}

=

t;Il{Cl.d in the presence of 0 2 or 0 3 •

the experimental uncertainty, but <P{Cl 2 } < 1.

<P{CFClO} is 1 to within
The reason for the low

Cl2 yield is not known, but perhaps other chlorine oxides are formed.
The same Cl2 deficiency was found in the CC1 4 photooxidation (111) and
there was some

e~vidence

for other unidentified products in that system.

In addition, <P{CFClO} could be as low as 0.75, and the presence of
undetected products containing carbon and chlorine is also possible.
Rh£!olysis of

CE~

As far as we know no photolysis studies of CF2Cl2 have been published, except for the qualitative observation that flash photolysis
in the quartz U.V. produces a weak absorption due to the CF2 radical
(127).
213.~

In our studies with CF 2Cl 2 (124), the photolysis was done at
nm only in the presence of 0 2 .

The products were CF20 and Cl2

with quantum yields of 1.0 ± 0.2 and 0.52-0.66, respectively.
The photolysis of CF 2 Cl 2 in the presence of 02 can be discussed in
term~

of an entirely analogous mechanism to that for CFC1 3 (experiments

in the presence of 0 3 were not done, because of experimental difficulties).
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The question of interest is whether primary process 13la' or 13lb' or both
are important,
CF 2 Cl 2

+ hv (213.9 nm)

+

CFzCl + Cl

13la'

+

CFz + Ch

13lb'

Since experiments in the presence of 0 3 could not be done, our data
cannot provide a definitive answer.

The qualitative flash photolysis

experiments of Simons and Yarwood (126) in the quartz U. V •. showed a
weak absorption due to CFz (by contrast CF2Br produced a strong absorption); however it is not clear whether this was due to the low primary
efficiency of the primary process or simply reflects the lower absorption coefficient of CF 2 Clz,

Nevertheless the participation of process

13lb' to some extent is indicated.
Singlet CF 2 does not react with 0 2 at room temperature (1).
However it may react with CFzC1 2

•

Dependent on the fate of CFz,

¢{CFzO} could vary anywhere from 0-2.

In fact ¢{CF 20}

=

1.0 ± 0.1

invariant to conditions, exactly as would be expected :Lf reaction 13la'
were the dominant process.
that ¢{CFzO} = ¢{Cl2}.

Both reaction paths lead to the expectation

Again as was the case for CFCl3, ¢{Clz} <

¢{CFzO}, but the reason for this is not known.
REACTION WITH oen) ATOMS
The only report of the 0( 1 D)-CC1'+ reaetion was by Meaburn et al
(127).

They examined the gas-phase radiolysis of COz-Oz-CCl'+ mixtures

and concluded that singlet oxygen atoms react with CCl'+ togive ClO
radicals.

In our studies (111) we found the oen) reaction with CCL+

at 25°C gives CCl20 and Cl 2 as the exclusive products.
produced from 0 3 photolysis at 253.7 nm.

The oen) was

The quantum yields are

invariant to reaction conditions and are ¢{CC1 2 0} = 0.87 ± 0.2 and

\
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<P{C:l2} = 1.1 ± 0.2.

The 03 consumption is the same, or slightly higher

thc::n in the absence of CCl'+.

The three possible reaction paths are:
14la
14lb
14lc

Reaction 14la

~ras

shown to be an impor:tant, and possibly the exclusive,
i

path, whereas reaction 14lc is unimpoiltant and proceeds < 20% of the
tirr..e.

The overall reaction rate coeff)icient for reaction 141 was

measured by studying the decrease in <I>~CCl20} in the presence of 02.
The rate coefficient for the 0( 1 D)-CCl~t reaction relative to the
oeo)-02 reaction was found to be 4.0 with about a ± 10% uncertainty.
The reactions of oen) atoms with the chlorofluoromethanes have
als~

not been extensively studied.

Clerc (128) has observed ClO pro-

duction in the flash photolysis of o 3 -CF 3 Cl mixtures, indicating that
0( 1:J) abstracts the Cl atom.
a

rt~port

Recently, since our work was completed,

by Pitts et al (129) was published which gives rate coefficients

for several chlorofluoromethanes, including CF 2 Cl 2 and CFC1 3 , obtained
by eompetitive methods relative to the reaction with N20.
In our studies (124) on the reactions of the chlorofluoromethanes
with oen), prepared from the photolysis of o 3 at 253.7 nm and 25°C,
the same products are obtained as in the photooxidation, and with the
sa~~

yields.

TI~e

quantum yields of 0 3 removal are 5.7 ± 1 and 6.3 ± 1,

respectively fo:r the CFC1 3 and CF 2Cl 2 systems.

Thus the indicated

dom:l.riant reaction path is chlorine atom abstraction by oen),, with other
1

pattcs. (0( D) deactivation or direct molecular formation of products)
'\

being n\.gligible.
\
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Rate coefficients were obtained for the oen) reactions with 0 3 ,

coefficients are given in Table XV.

The rate coefficients were also

measured for the first five: gases in the presence of He to remove the
excess translational energy of the 0 en) atom.

Except for 0 3, the

same results were obtained in the presence and absence of He.

However

for 0 3 in the presence of He, the relative rate coefficient was 1.6.
As a check on the reactivities of O(lD) with the chlorofluoromethanes, the competition of 0 2 , rather than N20, was studied in the
0 3-0 2-chlorofluoromethane system (124).

By monitoring 0 3 decay the

relative rate coefficients for CFC1 3 , CF 2 Cl 2 , and
were found to be 4.04, 2.78, and 5.3 respectively.

CCl~

relative to 02

These results are

consistent with those obtained from the N20 competition.
CHLORINE-ATOM SENSITIZED OXIDATION OF CH 2Cl 2 and CH 3 Cl
Mixtures of Cl2, 02, .:1.nd either CH2Cl2 or CH3Cl were irradiated
0

at 3655A and 32°C (22).

ThE!: Cl 2 photodissocia.tes and CHC1 2 or CH 2Cl

radicals are produced via b.ydrogen abstraction from the corresponding
chlorinated me thane.

In the CH 2Ch sys tern, there is a long chain

process, the initial products are HCl, CHClO, CC1 20, and possibly CO.
~{CHClO}

=

49 and ~{CCl20}

=

4.1 independent of CH2Cl2 or 02 pressure

or Ia.
The main chain sequence appears to be analogous to that for CC1 3
oxidation
Cl2 + h\J

+

2Cl

1

143
144
145a
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Table XV
~lummary

for

of

m•~asured

oen) 1::eactions, k{X}, relative to that for N20, k{N20}
He,

X

---

Torr

k{X}/k{N20}
This work
2.5

03
400-500

03
C02

400

CFCl3
CFCl3

CF2Cl2

72-420

CF3Cl
CF3Cl

"'1.4
0.52

500

CCl4

0.52a
2.1

Based on one point.

0.82 (131); 0.55 (132); 0.80 (133)

2.6 ± 0.5 (129)

1.5
1,2

CF2Cl2

2-3 (109); 2.6 (130); 2.2 (131)

0.65
1.5

400-550

k{X}/k{N20}
Literature

1.6
0.65

C02

a)

and literature values of the rate coefficient

2. 4 ± 0. 5 (129)
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CHClzO

~

CHClO + Cl

146

The two features that are not obvious are (1) how is CC1 20 produced?
and (2) how are the chains terminated?
The reactions of termination must involve two radicals.

One of

these cannot be CHClzO, for then there would be an intensity dependence
on the quantum yield.

Thus we propose

2CHClzOz

~

(CHClzO)z + Oz

145b

(CHClzO) 2

~

CHClO + CClzO + HCl

147a

~

CClzO + HzO + CClz

147b

where reaction 147a produces CC1 20 by termination, but reaction 147b
gives CClzO by chain propagation since it is known (36) that CClz
reacts with Oz via
CC1 2 + Oz

~

ClO + ClCO

~

Cl + CO

148

and the predominant fate of ClO is
2Cl0

~

2Cl + 0 2

149

Then part of the CO would come from reaction 148 and part from CHClO
decomposition.
In the CH 3 Cl system, the initial products are exclusively HCl and
CHClO, the quantum yield of the latter being 2.0 independent of reaction
conditions.

Thus in this system there is no chain at all, and the

mechanism is similar to that for CH 3 oxidation, except that no alcohol
is produced.

In both systems the CHClO produced is removed by chlorine

atom attack
Cl + CHClO
with k142

~

HCl + ClCO

~

Cl + CO

142
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